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OUR COVER STORY reaches out to the industry to get their take on what the new
norm will be.I have had a nagging feeling since the start of this pandemic. Peter Hunt
of Hewshott in our COVER STORY coverage had strengthened that feeling when he
commented, “We all appreciate that home and remote working would be impossible
without a broadband connection, a hosting platform (Teams/Zoom/Webex) and a
laptop – all IT-centric commodities. Cameras and microphones are built-in, so where is
the value that the AV industry provides in this space? I’m personally struggling to see
this, and if it’s there, I am struggling, even more, to see what additional value would be
derived from paying for it.”
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Premium Presentation Experiences
with Analog Way

With

the

LivePremier™

and

Picturall™

series, Analog Way helps deliver uncompromising
presentation experiences to high-end staging and
premium system integration.

Analog Way’s high-performance live presentation systems and media servers provide advanced
processing technologies, which accommodate a large range of applications, from massive video wall
installations to large corporate events.

www.analogway.com
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Medical Research Institute Gets Makeover with BrightSign Digital Signage
Players
design stages and we didn’t lose
much time dealing with unexpected
issues. Overall it was a quick and wellexecuted project completed ahead
of schedule and within budget. The
signage is a vital and valuable part of
our communications strategies and our
brand and therefore it has provided
major business benefit to the institute.”

The Harry Perkins Institute is one of Australia’s leading adult medical research centre

AUSTRALIA: BrightSign, LLC, has
announced a collaboration with
Signagelive to bring a complete
signage solution to The Harry Perkins
Institute of Medical Research in
Australia. The installation covers 2
Perkins Research Institute facilities to
manage the creation, scheduling and
delivery of content to a large number
of LED screens, information boards
and large foyer banner displays, all
of which are used for internal digital
signage communications. BrightSign
players were selected for their high
reliability and ease of use.
Founded in 1998, the Harry Perkins
Institute of Medical Research has
grown to become one of Australia’s
leading adult medical research
centres. 450 research and trial staff
work across two new state-of-the-art
research facilities, in conjunction with
the major teaching hospitals. Their

The BrightSign installation manages the delivery of
content to a number of LED screens
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foyer exhibitions space is accessible
to the public during weekdays and
regular tours give supporters the
opportunity to see cutting-edge
research taking place. The spaces are
also available for venue hire. The aim
of the new installation was to increase
platform reliability and keep time spent
managing the system to a minimum.
Commenting, Andy Crowhurst,
Facilities Operations Manager of the
Harry Perkins Institute said, “The
reliability of the Signagelive CMS on the
BrightSign media player is outstanding.
Given our existing inflexible proprietary
signage infrastructure, Signagelive and
BrightSign have been the proverbial
breath of fresh air, delivering significant
cost savings, reducing administration
overheads and providing a solution
that is far more agile in presenting
content. In addition, Amped Digital
has provided highly effective
implementation and ongoing support
services and the combination is highly
recommended.”
He added, “Our existing solution
was at the end of life and going
out of support. Signagelive was the
most cost effective, functional and
flexible replacement solution that we
evaluated. It is a very complete solution
that doesn’t need lots of training,
doesn’t consume huge amounts of
time to maintain and is reliable in
operation. There was considerable
time and effort in the analysis and

Nick Curulli, Business Development
Manager of Australia for Signagelive,
said, “The best result of the project
was the ability to give the key users
at the institute a reliable and simple
way to run their signage across
multiple sites with the ability to add
users as they please with 20 - 30
minutes worth of training. As an
example, one of the users was having
to log in to the previous platform
and update the weather each day;
this is now automated and has cut
down time spent on management
significantly across the board.
BrightSign players were chosen
due to their exceptional reliability
in these fast-paced environments.
The POE+, and the frame-accurate
synchronization simplified system
design and installation. The close
integration between the players and the
Signagelive CMS means that content
management is simple. Rectifying
issues remotely and troubleshooting is
a walk in the park when compared to
competitor hardware solutions.”
Jeff Hastings, BrightSign’s CEO,
commented, “We’re delighted to
make the facilities of the Harry Perkins
Institute even more friendly and
functional. This project serves as the
perfect example of how updated digital
signage solutions can improve not only
a building’s aesthetic but contribute
to the overall smooth running of a
valuable educational facility.”
www.brightsign.biz
www.signagelive.com
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EXPAND Line by EPOS
Theis Moerk, Vice President of Product Management, Enterprise Solutions, talks about EPOS’ EXPAND
Line – a range of high-end meeting room solutions for the modern workspace – as well as the brand’s
partnership with Microsoft Teams.
Tell us more about the EXPAND Line
The EXPAND Line is a range of premium audio tools for collaboration
specially designed to address the varying needs of professionals working
together across workspaces, locations and time zones.
Whether collaborating in small or medium in huddle spaces or on-the-go,
the EXPAND Line is designed and crafted for clear conversation, ease-ofuse and perfect connectivity with all devices, while making communicating
with colleagues and customers simply a matter of plug-and-play. Thanks
to enhanced voice pickup and superior speaker sound, the EXPAND Line
enables everyone on conference calls to participate and engage with
the same confidence and clarity as being there in person – altogether,
ensuring productive and efficient meetings and performance.
What are the key features of EXPAND SP 30?
EXPAND SP 30 is a portable wireless speakerphone for today’s modern
workforce. Supporting both personal and small to medium sized
conferencing with up to 8 in-room participants, the EXPAND 30 allows
users to set up a call at a moment’s notice or use the device as part of
a permanent conference room solution. Users can connect their device
easily via a choice of Bluetooth® or USB-C and start collaborating with
their colleagues immediately.
Additionally, the Microsoft Teams certified EXPAND SP 30T allows
users to benefit from the fully integrated Microsoft Teams experience.
The speakerphone offers a new one-touch interface for working with
Teams. The light on the Teams button will remind you if you are late for a
meeting, have a missed voice mail or telephone call – pressing the Teams
button will take you to the right place.

Where do you see the future of intelligent communications
moving towards?
Communications is becoming more about collaboration every day. As
the world is becoming smaller, and teams need to unite across borders
regardless of location and time zone, the office as we know it continues
to see significant changes both in the workplace itself and in ways of
working. This demands for more flexible and remote working styles, as
well as for meetings to become more virtual than ever before. Changes
in workspaces, such as the rise of open-plan, have created a strong
demand for meeting rooms of all sizes where professionals can meet in
disruptions-free settings. Moreover, we will see that next-generation UC
solutions are required to stay ahead of the curve, and that businesses
will need to pre-emp new developments in UC technologies to ensure
productivity and efficiency in their teams.

EXPAND 30T
Keep your colleagues and customers
within easy reach wherever they are
– simply plug-and-play and transform
any space into a meeting room. Crafted
to perfection, these audio tools for
collaboration are designed for dynamic
everyday use.
eposaudio.com/sp30
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Alcons Audio Brings Hi-Fi to China’s JX EDM LIVE Dance Clubs

Alcons systems help create the vibe at the JX EDM LIVE venue at Yulin

CHINA: JX Investment Group is one of
China’s leading entertainment brands,
with a range of chains throughout the
country. It has recently launched JX
EDM LIVE, new high class clubs where
Alcons pro-ribbon audio systems
ensure customers are enjoying the best
dance music in fantastic quality.
JX EDM LIVE currently comprises two
clubs, one in Yulin, Shaanxi Province
and the other in Wúzhōu, Guangxi
Province. Both are large venues, with
a floor area of 640m2/6889ft2 and a
height of 18m/59ft. Guangzhou-based
EAD was asked by JX Investment
Group to design audio systems
that would deliver pure, driving
low frequencies and clean highs
seamlessly throughout the spaces.
“In China, the EDM club market is very
competitive. They are using high-end

speakers because customers want
the best quality music experience,”
says Locky Deng, Marketing Manager
at Alcons Audio’s Chinese distributor
EAD. “After tests with two other leading
loudspeaker brands, they chose Alcons
because the pro-ribbon technology met
their demand for the best sound and
coverage.”
For both venues, EAD Project Design
Engineer Mr Kanon chose an Alcons
pro-ribbon system of eight LR28 large
format three-way double 14” line-array
modules, installed as L-R main clusters,
with seven VR12 mid-size versatile 12”
pro-ribbon monitors covering the space
behind the LR28 arrays, as well as for
DJ monitors.
15 BF362 high-output double 18”
subwoofers are installed, four as a

main central bass cluster at the DJ
booth and the rest in a symmetrical
arrangement throughout each club.
A BQ211 compact high-output 21”
quarter-wave subwoofer is also
included in the main bass array.
The Alcons systems were installed by
Guangzhou-based Donbn Audio and
each one is powered and controlled by
nine Sentinel10 amplified loudspeaker
controllers. The system features Alcons
SIS pre-wiring for system damping,
reducing distortion even further and
keeping the output quality of each
element as consistent as possible.
“EDM needs clean ultra-low
frequencies. Combining the LR28,
VR12, BF362 and BQ211 in the systems
perfectly reproduces the music in hifi quality at concert sound pressure
levels,” says Mr Kanon. “The Alcons
ALControl™ remote control software
also makes setting up and monitoring
the systems very straightforward.”
Mr Luo, VP of JX Investment Group,
adds “Alcons pro-ribbon audio
systems have overcome the difficulty
of delivering consistent sound in large
spaces, achieving HiFi quality at high
sound pressure levels. They are very
impressive.”
JX Investment Group is currently
planning more JX EDM LIVE venues.

Alcons systems power the JX EDM LIVE venue at Wuzhou
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www.alconsaudio.com
www.ead.cn
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Xilica Enhances Hospitality Experience at Dubai’s Hutong DIFC
injector, with most background music
coming from standalone media players
in the central equipment rack.
Ball adds that Xilica DSPs are built
with the IT network in mind, which
eliminates many upfront concerns
from IT integrators about AV system
interoperability. That was especially
important in this installation since Xilica
would live on the main IT network,
versus being segmented on a separate
network to process audio streams.

Hutong Mezzanine Dining

DUBAI: Xilica, a global leader in digital
signal processing technology for AV
and installed sound, continues its
forward momentum in the hospitality
vertical with a Solaro Series DSP
installation at Hutong, a high-end
Chinese restaurant located in the
busy Dubai International Financial
District. Installed by Levels, a regional
integrator specializing in the hotel, bar,
restaurant and nightlife sectors, the
project leverages a Solaro QR1 DSP
to process and manage analogue and
digital audio across two floors.

“The Solaro Series is our preferred
choice for our hospitality installations,
and the Solaro QR1 offers the same
powerful signal optimization and
programming flexibility as larger Solaro
DSPs in a far smaller form factor,”
said Daniel Ball, Partner, Levels. “It’s
an ideal solution for restaurants with
modest I/O requirements for a select
number of zones. And since we were
dealing with limited real estate for AV
systems, the Solaro QR1’s quarterrack-width footprint addressed our
physical integration concerns.”

Levels was brought into the groundup construction project early, and
carefully specified the audio system
to live on the main IT network and
complement the architectural design.
The Levels team selected the Solaro
QR1 for its price-to-performance ratio
and compact design, providing a highquality, cost-efficient and space-saving
networked DSP solution ideal for fine
dining environments.

The Solaro QR1 efficiently manages
analogue and digital connections
across multiple zones, processing
Dante digital audio for the livelier
public dining and bar areas (public
and private), and analog audio for
secondary spaces including private
dining areas, restrooms and an outdoor
terrace. Live DJs in the bar area plug
straight into the network via a Dante

“We worked closely with the IT
integrator to develop a controlled
environment with a layer of switching
for the AV equipment,” said Ball.
“The Solaro QR1 lives on the general
campus network without affecting
general IT traffic, and quietly
processes and controls audio signals
in the background.” The Solaro Q1
feeds Powersoft Audio and Sonance
amplifiers co-located in the same
equipment rack, with loudspeaker
systems from Pioneer Pro Audio,
Powersoft and Sonance reproducing
audio in the various zones.
Hassan Alwan, Managing Partner at
Levels, said that the overall systems
design goal was to provide simplicity
for the Hutong staff, and the DJs
that plug into the system. “There is
a controlled philosophy built into the
entire system that provides simple,
zone-by-zone control elements for the
entire restaurant. The Solaro QR1 is
an important part of that simplicity and
user-friendliness, without any sacrifice
to audio quality and the hospitality
experience.”

Private dining area

www.xilica.com
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Adam Hall Group Appoints StageMix Technologies as its Exclusive Sales
Partner in India
Technologies, the event technology
provider based in Neu-Anspach,
Hesse, Germany, is gaining an
experienced sales team for India. The
exclusive partnership includes the LD
Systems, Cameo, Gravity, Palmer, and
Adam Hall 19 ’’ Parts brands.

INDIA: The Adam Hall Group is
continuing to expand its international
sales network. By partnering with the
Mumbai-based company StageMix

“We’re happy to have found StageMix
Technologies as our new sales partner
in India,” explains Markus Jahnel,
COO of the Adam Hall Group. “The
event technology market is growing
steadily in India and plays a key role
in our international endeavors. As an
experienced distributor, StageMix
Technologies has a wide network of
regional dealers and will enable us
to react swiftly to the many different
challenges that come with such a large

country. As such we will be able to
work together to continue expanding
our local presence – both in the event
and installation market.”
StageMix’s designated partner Karan
Nagpal adds: “We’re very pleased
to be associated with the Adam
Hall Group. It fits perfectly with our
company roadmap to enter with
a complete solution for all install
avenues, as well as middle scale
production companies to use LD,
Gravity and Cameo products. We see
the basket of brands positioned very
aggressively against its competition
and we’re looking to exciting times
ahead.”
www.adamhall.com
sonotone.in

Xilica Names Venuetech as Distributor for GCC
support. Their full-service approach,
and ability to offer turnkey AV solutions
for all verticals, is a proven success
for the many brands they represent
including Atlona, Barco, Sennheiser
and Televic.

GCC: Xilica, a global leader in digital
signal processing technology for AV
and installed sound, has appointed
Venuetech as its new distributor for
the GCC. Based in Dubai with an
experience center in Riyadh and
staff in Kuwait and Egypt, Venuetech
will work closely with Xilica to raise
brand awareness with AV consultants,
systems integrators and IT engineers
that specify, install and manage AV
systems.
Venuetech’s strengths cross a diverse
mix of business and technical skillsets,
with a strong team of professionals
to address sales and business
development, systems design, local
service and repairs, training and
certification, marketing, and post-sales
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“We continue to see rapidly evolving
business opportunities in MENA across
most AV verticals, and almost every
project requires a professional DSP,”
said Ismat Assafiri, Audio Specialist,
Venuetech. “Xilica separates itself
from other DSP manufacturers with
truly modular, plug-and-play designs
that can support projects of any size,
and they deliver the future-thinking
technology that will become integral
as our industry moves towards greater
AV/IT convergence. These combined
strengths, along with an open software
architecture, better position Venuetech
as a full-service provider for the larger
corporate, government and publicfacing AV projects we see in the MENA
region.”
Assafiri sees strong upcoming
opportunity to use Xilica DSPs with the
Sennheiser TeamConnect Ceiling 2

beamforming microphone, which will
help end businesses produce highquality sound for online meetings.
“Xilica’s pricing structure is enterpriseready, and highly competitive
compared to many incumbent DSP
brands,” said Assafiri. “That opens
us to a large number of new business
opportunities for professional
conferencing solutions in the age of
social distancing. We will also have
a robust message around complete
solutions for meeting spaces as
enterprises resume normal business
operations.”
Venuetech anticipates working closely
with Xilica on various training and
education initiatives for dealers,
designers and systems integrators. In
addition to offering online trainings and
webinars in the near future, Venuetech
will collaborate with Xilica for a
comprehensive go-to-market program
on the ground.
www.xilica.com
www.venuetech.ae
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PRAESENSA

IP-connected and
fully-featured
PRAESENSA combines the benefits of 90 years
of Bosch PA experience with extensive customer
insights. The result: a single system, fully IP-based
and scalable, for more flexibility. It provides intuitive
ease of use and adaptive amplifier power allocation,
while saving up to 50% energy. PRAESENSA, designed
to meet the demands of today, and tomorrow.

8 Channel Amplifier
Flexible channel
output and built-in
redundancy

Controller
Full control of
PRAESENSA devices
and audio routing

4 Channel Amplifier
Flexible channel
output and built-in
redundancy

Multifunction Power Supply
A versatile and efficient
multifunction power supply

Desktop LCD Call
Station
Graphical user
interface for optimum
user guidance and
feedback

“The PRAESENSA Desktop LCD Call Station
is characterized by very simple operability
and confidence-inspiring control functions.”
- Red dot jury statement

All components of the system are
IP-networked for highest flexibility
and scalability

No single point of failure with
built-in redundancy is core to
the system concept

Innovative amplifier architecture
allocates power intelligently for
lower cost of ownership

User-centric design delivers an
intuitive interface with feedback
on progress and status

Comprehensive system
adapts to changing needs

Learn more at www.boschsecurity.com/praesensa
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Seongsan Methodist Church Enhances Services and Expands Possibilities
with HARMAN Professional Audio and Control Systems
the AKG CHM99 hanging cardioid
condenser microphone, AKG GN50
E and CK31 acoustic modular
microphones as well as the AKG
WMS470 Vocal Set D5 professional
wireless microphone system. The
HARMAN audio solution also features
a Soundcraft Si Performer 2 mixing
console and BSS BLU-100 processors,
which help ensure guests are treated to
optimum sound quality.

SOUTH KOREA: To provide patrons
an enhanced worship experience,
TechDataPS recently equipped
Incheon Seongsan Methodist Church
with a state-of-the-art HARMAN
Professional networked AV and control
solution.
Founded in 1945, Incheon Seongsan
Methodist Church boasts over 70 years
of history. Previously named Hwajeong
Church, the house of worship took its
current name in 1968 and consist of
three separate buildings: the chapel,
training center and parking structure.
Previously using an audio system
that was equipped for small events
and speeches, the church contracted
TechDataPS to install a world-class
audio solution that can accommodate
bigger productions.
“Seongsan Methodist Church asked
us to deliver a modern audio system
that enhances the main chapel with
high-quality sound and is suitable for
hosting large-scale events,” said a
spokesperson at TechDataPS. “The

previous system consisted of an ageing
JBL SR 4733 main speaker as well as
ceiling speakers that matched the color
of the walls and complimented the
church’s aesthetics.”
Without taking away from the church’s
beauty, TechDataPS installed Intellivox
HP-DS170 active beam-shaping,
self-powered column loudspeakers
to provide crystal-clear sound and
even distribution. Complimenting
those speakers, JBL AC16 and AC15
ultra-compact 2-way loudspeakers
reproduce high-fidelity, full-range
sound, while JBL CBT 50LA-1 Constant
Beamwidth Technology line array
column loudspeakers deliver excellent
acoustical performance and consistent
vertical coverage.
Because of their unique, contemporary
curved design as well as flexible
mounting and configuration options,
JBL Control CRV architectural speakers
were installed to reinforce speech
and music intelligibility, while JBL 104
monitors were used to offer enhanced
sonic detail and accurate presentation.
To fill out the arsenal of speakers and
provide pristine sound across the
church, TechDataPS also deployed
JBL SRX835P 15” three-way bassreflex systems, which are supported by
Crown CDi 4|300 amplifiers.
Delivering exceptional speech and
vocal clarity, TechDataPS equipped
Seongsan Methodist Church with
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To control the entire audio system,
TechDataPS installed the AMX PR01RX 8x8 HDMI matrix switcher and the
NetLinx NX-4200 Integrated Controller.
Together, the switcher and controller
combine excellent performance with
backward compatibility and extensive
network security features to provide a
scalable platform for the future. Plus,
the solution includes the AMX MT-1002
10.1” Modero G5 tabletop touch panel,
which offers Seongsan Methodist
Church even greater versatility. With its
quad-core processor, MT-1002 can run
the most demanding applications and
includes a built-in web browser and
document viewer for quick and easy
access in real-time.
“We needed a system that would give
us flexibility for future upgrades and
world-class sound quality, but that
maintained the church’s aesthetic
elements,” said a spokesperson at
Incheon Seongsan Methodist Church.
“Since JBL speakers were already in
place, we had no hesitation in selecting
the new products that TechDataPS
suggested. Apart from that, the AMX
integrated control solution makes it
very convenient to remotely adjust and
fully control all AV devices by iPads
from anywhere.”
“To provide an inclusive and inspiring
worship experience, Incheon Seongsan
Methodist Church demanded
customized, adaptable audio
solutions,” said Ramesh Jayaraman, VP
& GM HARMAN Professional Solutions,
APAC. "We appreciate TechDataPS for
their dexterous use of JBL speakers
and for creating an engaging space
that encourages greater participation.”
pro.harman.com
June- July 2020
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Exertis ProAV Australia Appointed to Distribute Airtame Wireless Screen
Sharing and Collaboration Platform

AUSTRALIA: Adding to its growing
portfolio of industry-leading solutions
for the expanding IoT ecosystem,
Exertis ProAV Australia today
announced that it has been appointed
to distribute the Airtame Wireless
Screen Sharing and Collaboration
Platform in Australia and New Zealand.
“Airtame’s wireless screen sharing
and Digital Signage platform creates a
better environment for learning, sharing
and creating together,” Exertis ProAV
Australia President & CEO Kevin Kelly
said today. “The addition of Airtame
to our portfolio of offerings means that
resellers will have an innovative new
communications and collaboration
solution to offer their business and
education customers. “Airtame has

helped more than
20,000 businesses and
schools across the
world cut the cables,
unlock collaboration
and use screens better
and our team of sales professionals is
going to help many more schools and
enterprises do the same.”
Airtame provides easy screen sharing
and engaging digital signage that
saves time and improves teamwork.
Alongside its wireless screen sharing
solution — which help schools and
businesses increase productivity
and engagement in meetings and
classrooms — Airtame recently
launched Airtame Cloud, which
provides customers with one unified
platform to remotely manage and
monitor their Airtame devices, along
with a range of digital signage features.

excited to partner with Exertis ProAV
Australia to bring the benefits of
Airtame to a large market of corporate
and education customers throughout
Australia and New Zealand. The
Exertis team’s track record of providing
their partners with outstanding sales,
support and training is going to help
us achieve our business development
objectives in the region.”
“The appointment of Exertis ProAV
Australia to represent Airtame in
Australia and New Zealand marks the
start of a relationship that will bring an
exciting new solution to our resellers,”
said Exertis ProAV Australia General
Manager Nick Cocks. “Our resellers
can’t wait to begin presenting this
groundbreaking platform to their enduser customers.”
airtame.com
www.exertisaustralia.com

According to Thomas Ibsen Nielsen,
Head of Sales at Airtame, “We are

Supernova Infinity Screen in People’s Court
management wanted a display that
could deliver high image quality without
having to use blackout curtains in the
bright meeting room So they turned
to Wincomn for advice. A winning
projector-screen combination

experiences out of any number of
Supernova screen units. The screen
can be curved, angled or tilted, and it
can be installed on the wall, from the
ceiling or raised on a floor-stand.

“The meeting room was very bright. At
the same time, the layout of the room
required a screen with wide viewing
angles, so that people seated in the
side of the room can enjoy the best
possible image quality”, said the Chief
Project Manager from Wincomn.

The Supernova Infinity in Hefei
People's Court is installed on the back
wall in an auditorium configuration
with ISF-certified Supernova 08-85
screen material. A screen material
characterized by offering true deep
black levels, high contrast and extreme
viewing angles.

The Party Leadership Group meeting
room in Hefei People's Court is a place
where many important decisions are
made. Therefore the presentation
equipment must be top notch in terms
of performance and reliability.

To overcome the challenges of high
ambient light and a wide seating
arrangement, Wincomn chose a
dnp Supernova Screen powered
by a Christie projector – a winning
combination for this type of projection
environment.

“The new installation offers a
dramatically enhanced viewing
experience. It provides exactly the
performance requested by Hefei
People's Court, so we have a very
happy client”, said the Chief Project
Manager from Wincomn.

After years of use, the old installation
no longer met the requirements for
a modern presentation solution. The

The dnp Supernova Infinity is a
modular screen system that creates
exceptionally large-sized viewing

www.dnp-screens.com

CHINA: People's Court in Hefei, the
capital of Chinas Anhui Province,
has upgraded the AV solution in its
main meeting room with a 150” dnp
Supernova Infinity Screen.
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World’s Busiest Airport Manages Operations 24/7 with RGB Spectrum’s
MediaWall V Video Wall Processor
control and other data. The MediaWall
V processor consolidates these diverse
sources and displays them in windows
of any size, anywhere on the video
wall array. The processor’s advanced
features include overlapping images,
window borders and titles, and pan
and zoom, allowing an operator to view
items of particular interest.

RGB Spectrum’s MediaWall V 4K display processor powers Dubai International’s 24/7 operations
management facility to enhance situational awareness and improve decision-making

DUBAI: Dubai International (DXB)
in the United Arab Emirates is the
world's busiest airport for international
passenger traffic, handling more than
88 million passengers a year. Dubai
Airport’s new Airport Operations
Control Centre (AOCC) houses several
teams managing airport operations
24/7. Dubai audio-visual integrator
Aesthetix was appointed to design and
integrate a state-of-the-art audio-visual
solution for the new AOCC control
room. The objective was to provide a
user-friendly, flexible video wall solution
for operators to view live visuals and
data for monitoring and collaborative
decision making.

The AOCC MediaWall-based video
wall centralizes an extensive volume
of visuals and data to enhance
situational awareness. Operators can
collaboratively view information for
daily management and planning.
The MediaWall V processor receives
input from surveillance cameras, and
computer system displays covering
dynamic flight information, passenger
and baggage status, check-in and
boarding information, weather, access

The processor is controlled by RGB
Spectrum's VIEW Controller which
simplifies the video wall operation. The
VIEW Controller's intuitive graphical
user interface (GUI) provides easy
“drag and drop” selection and routing
of any source. Live thumbnails of
all sources provide visual aids for
managing workflow. Sources can
even be previewed prior to routing.
Operators can choose from up to 60
preset window layouts. VIEW Controller
does not require custom programming,
so it is both quick to implement and
cost-effective. It provides access
based on user privileges that allow or
restrict access to features, supporting
multiple users with configurable levels
of access.
www.rgb.com
www.aesthetixtechnologies.com

Aesthetix selected RGB Spectrum’s
MediaWall V 4K display processor to
power the AOCC’s massive 55 screen
video wall. The MediaWall V processor
was chosen for its exceptional image
quality, real-time performance and
embedded architecture, which reduces
the vulnerabilities of hacking and
tampering of PC-based processors.
The Airport Operations Control Centre’s MediaWall-based video wall centralizes a large volume of visuals and
data in a collaborative view to improve daily management, planning and situational awareness
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The Noise People to Provide Acoustic Solutions in Singapore
Heading The
Noise People is
Priscilla Chang.
Comments
Priscilla “Over
the last few
years, we’ve seen
an increase in
SINGAPORE: The name of the
company is a misnomer, but they get
the job done. That is to help mask
sound in noisy environments. The
Noise People is a new division of
WOW! Media Resources that deals
specifically with noise issues.
WOW! Media Resources Pte Ltd has
been distributing and installing Soft
dB’s Adaptive Sound Masking system
for the last seven years, as well as
providing acoustic solutions. As WOW!
Media Resources is also a Systems
Integrator it was decided that it would
be a good idea to carve out a division
for their noise solutions. This way The
Noise People can serve any SI or
company that requires their solutions.

the need for sound masking systems
locally as companies are moving into
open office spaces.”
“Office spaces tend to have some
common challenges – speech privacy
and noise transmission. People don’t
realize this, but noise in a working
environment can result in frustration
and stress and hinders productivity.”
According to Ms Chang, the company
also plans to expand its product
offering to include hearing/listening
solutions soon.
Priscilla is no newbie to the industry as
she has been working at WOW! Media
Resources for the past five years. Her
dad (no surprise here) is Chris Chang,

the owner of WOW! Media Resources.
“Growing up, I was exposed to the
industry as my dad used to take me
along to sites to be his little assistant,
and I learned a lot. I was able to solder
microphone cables at the age of 11 just
because I had a dad that was amazing
at his job and was always more than
willing to teach. I’ve always been more
of a technical person, and so I picked
things up quickly,” adds Priscilla.
Priscilla also had the good fortune of
being trained by Soft dB’s founder and
engineering team at their headquarters
& R&D department in Quebec. “Sound
Masking Systems has been my
speciality for the last four years. WOW!
Media Resources turns 16 this year,
and after much deliberation with the
directors, I decided that it was the right
time to do something new as I believe
I’m part of an emerging generation.”
“I’m excited to bring something new
to the table, with new ideas and
market strategies to an industry that
has to cope with constant changes to
technology and working styles.”
www.thenoisepeople.com

Televic Conference Appoints Alphatec as Exclusive Distributor for India

INDIA: TELEVIC CONFERENCE
is pleased to announce that it has
appointed ALPHATEC as their
exclusive distributor for INDIA.
Alphatec has been serving the Indian
AV market since 2015. It continuously
excels on three core fronts: as a
full-range AV distributor, by having
professional in-house technical
support, and by offering extensive
after-sales. The company’s approach
is to look for solutions that are geared
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towards specific customer needs in
comprehensive and varied AV fields.
It is committed to delivering true
mission-critical systems. As a result, it
is no surprise that Televic Conference
has decided to grant the Alphatec
team exclusive distribution rights of its
products in India. By joining forces,
both parties believe they have secured
a strong foothold in a rapidly evolving
market.

Mr. Barkataki, Managing Director
of Alphatec notes: “Televic always
offers truly innovative products. We
believe that our cooperation will help
us provide the best solutions to our
customers. Moreover, both Televic
and Alphatec share a commitment to a
sustainable approach, which we feel is
at the heart of a successful cooperation
between both partners and clients.”
With this agreement, Televic
Conference strengthens its position
in India, one of the fastest-growing
markets in Asia“, adds Koen Van de
Perre, Televic Conference’s Business
Development Manager for Asia Pacific.
www.televic-conference.com
www.alphatec.co.in
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E’Spec Aims to Change the Japanese Market with Alcons
technology makes a big difference in
applications ranging from the biggest
live music events to advanced home
theatre.
“Our aim is to showcase the many
advantages of this technology that
none of the other manufacturers has, so
that users will not want to choose other
systems in future. With Alcons, we are
sure that we can change the Japanese
professional loudspeaker market,” says
Yoshi.
JAPAN: With the company’s ongoing
global expansion accelerating, Alcons
Audio is happy to announce the
appointment of Osaka-based E’Spec
Inc. as its Japanese distributor.
Established in 1990, E’Spec has offices
in Osaka, Tokyo and Nagoya, making
it ideally-positioned to cover the whole
of the Japanese professional audio
market. It chose to distribute Alcons
Audio pro-ribbon systems because
they provide the detail and seamless
coverage of sound at high SPLs which
is rarely seen in the industry.
Initial talks between the companies
had started at the 2019 Integrated
Systems Europe show, when E’Spec
approached Alcons with a keen interest
to become its distributor for Japan.

“For the past 20 years, there have
been very few systems which feature
truly innovative technology,” says
E’Spec’s Yoshiaki ‘Yoshi’ Yamaguchi.
“Currently there is almost no difference
in the system quality from different
manufacturers. Equipment choice is
based on slight differences in sound
quality, cost performance and usability.
The beautiful high frequency range
at high SPLs and minimal listener
fatigue produced by Alcons pro-ribbon
systems are powerful advantages,
which we know will interest many
Japanese live sound engineers.”
E’Spec is looking forward to changing
the Japanese market’s perception
of ribbon-based audio systems,
showcasing how Alcons pro-ribbon

“With the high-end solutions we offer,
and the specific positioning of Alcons
in the market, we maintain a strict
profile in our distribution policy,” adds
Tom Back, Alcons Audio Co-founder
and Managing Director. “It’s not about
the numbers, it’s about quality and
the end-user focus in support and
communication.”
He continues, “Furthermore, the
Japanese market is very tech-savvy,
which we experience regularly in our
patent applications in Japan. Based
on the activities already set in motion
by Joe Akiyama, Yoshi and their team,
we very much look forward teamingup in bringing our evolutionary audio
solutions to the Japanese audio
community.”
www.alconsaudio.com
www.e-spec.co.jp

Postponement of InfoComm India to November 2020

INDIA: In response to the evolving
COVID-19 pandemic, InfoComm
India 2020 – a premier showcase
of Professional AudioVisual and
Integrated Experience technologies –
will be postponed from 2-4 September
2020 to 19-21 November 2020.
In line with the World Health
Organization’s guidance that mass
event organizers conduct risk
assessments before proceeding,
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InfoCommAsia, which has organized
InfoComm India since 2013, is
postponing the event in an effort to
provide a safer environment for its
partners and visitors.
InfoCommAsia also strongly supports
the Indian government’s efforts to curb
the spread of the disease. India’s Prime
Minister Narendra Modi had limited the
movements of the country’s 1.3 billion
people from 25 March 2020, and these
measures were extended for two weeks
from 4 May.
Said Richard Tan, Executive Director
of InfoCommAsia Pte Ltd, “The global

COVID-19 situation is an unpredictable
and fast-changing one. In the midst
of uncertainty, and as the world’s
resources are focused on COVID-19,
postponing InfoComm India is the most
prudent course of action which would
enable us to de-risk and hopefully
provide the meaningful experience that
our partners and visitors expect and
deserve, in a safe environment.”
InfoComm India 2020 will run from 1921 November 2020 at the originally
slated venue – Hall 1 of the Bombay
Exhibition Center.
www.infocomm-india.com
June- July 2020
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Nureva Appoints AVIT as its Distributor in Hong Kong and Macau

Nureva HDL-300 with Mist Technology

HONG KONG SAR / MACAU: Nureva
Inc., an award-winning collaborationsolutions company, announces the
appointment of AVIT Engineering
Company Limited as its distributor
in Hong Kong and Macau. AVIT’s
mandate is to build and support a
network of resellers to grow end-user
interest and adoption for Nureva’s
audio conferencing product line.
Nureva audio systems are gaining
popularity with an increasing number
of global customers including Allianz,
TU Delft, First International Bank &
Trust, General Dynamics and Google.
Powered by patented Microphone
Mist technology, Nureva’s audio
conferencing systems bring clear,
reliable audio to distributed team
collaboration, regardless of where inroom participants are located within
the space. The product line includes
the HDL200 for small rooms, HDL300
for mid-size rooms and Dual HDL300
for large rooms. They all feature
true full-room microphone pickup,
easy installation and continuous
autocalibration that automatically
accommodates any room configuration.
Recognizing the rapid growth in
distributed meetings and the businesscritical nature of reliable audio
conferencing, AVIT is well positioned
to introduce Nureva’s solution to the
Hong Kong and Macau markets.
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The company provides specialized
audiovisual installation, training,
maintenance, systems design and
consultation to a variety of industries,
such as higher education, hospitality,
health care, government, commercial
and entertainment. Over the last
decade, AVIT has built its reputation by
introducing industry-leading solutions
while building long-term relationships
based on professionalism, integrity,
versatility and teamwork.
“The aesthetic design of the HDL
systems and Nureva’s new approach to
meeting room microphone technology
caught our attention at this year’s ISE,
and we are thrilled to join Nureva’s
network of global distributors,” said

Jeff Ng, AVIT’s director. “We believe
that Nureva’s products will be a real
draw for our customers, and we’re
excited to add the full line of Nureva
audio conferencing solutions to AVIT’s
solution offering.”
“We are delighted to expand our
presence in the Asian market through
this new relationship with AVIT and
its reseller channel,” said Nancy
Knowlton, Nureva’s CEO. “AVIT shares
our passion for delivering meaningful
customer value in a simple solution,
and we look forward to supporting them
in growing the market for our products
across Hong Kong and Macau.”
www.nureva.com
www.avit.hk
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Ashly Audio Now Shipping Groundbreaking, Integrated mXa-1502 Mixer Amp
Solution

Ashly Audio’s cutting-edge, integrated
mixer amp solution, the mXa-1502, is
now shipping worldwide. The mXa1502 - which quickly collected multiple
award and “best of” list mentions upon
its 2019 introduction – brings four
zones of mixing and DSP, two 150watt amplifiers, and programmable
mic preamps all in a single, compact,
elegant rack-mountable compact unit
that is easy to use.
Combined with Ashly’s new
AquaControl software, the mXa-1502
allows integrators to install faster, add
professional audio to more locations,
troubleshoot remotely, and develop
effective, long-term partnerships with
their customers.

With an estimated street price point
of USD1,799, the mXa-1502 is primed
to help integrators win more clients
among the small- and medium-sized
business sectors of retail, hospitality,
and house of worship.
“This mXa-1502 brings professional
audio at a price that works among the
small- and medium-sized businesses
that can truly benefit from a pro audio
solution,” Larson said. “This will help
integrators reach new clients, integrate
more effectively, and ultimately build
long term partnerships with their end
users.”
This is also the first product from
Ashly that harnesses the power of
its new AquaControl software, which

was designed to be both robust and
intuitive. On the mXa-1502, the control
layer provides a rich complement of
digital signal processing, including
routing, auto-mixing, ducking, amplifier
monitoring, event scheduling and
triggering.
Further, the system doesn’t require
extensive tutorials or workshops to
master. Ashly placed a focus on
ensuring the most intuitive interface
ever, with different levels of control
for both the beginner user up to the
integrator.
Another key component of the mXa1502 that helps integrators deliver
long-term assistance is the mixer amp’s
built-in web server, which offers a webbased control platform. If an end user
requires assistance, an integrator can
first login to the controls online before
rolling a truck out to the site.
ashly.com/mxa1502

The ZoneMIX Launches the New Look for ARX Systems

After 35 years of manufacturing
professional audio product including
their world-renowned blue boxes,
Melbourne, Australia, based pro audio
manufacturer ARX Systems have
decided the time is right for a cosmetic
upgrade across their rack mountable
range.
Starting with the ZoneMIX multimedia
zone mixer, now shipping globally,
ARX signal processing products will
be manufactured from now on with a
stylish grey front panel with blue screen
print.
‘It was a big decision for us to make
this change, but it makes sense for
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us to keep evolving as a company.
We are continually upgrading what’s
inside the box but until now have not
looked at the cosmetics. The new
look makes the front panel lighter and
the controls are clearer – especially
for installations where light or view
is limited’ commented Colin Park,
Managing Director and co-founder of
ARX Systems.

the variety of audio sources found on
multimedia devices today, this 1RU
Multimedia Zone Mixer has all the
inputs and outputs you’ll need – and
more!
www.arx.com.au

The ZoneMix is a 1RU multi-channel
Mic/Line Zone Mixer that features
Wireless audio, USB and MiniJack
inputs, 2 Mic/Line inputs, stereo line
input, and Zone 1 and 2 Stereo Master
level controls. Designed to cope with
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BrightSign Unveils Touchless
Engagement Solutions to Help
Retailers and Restaurants Safely
Open for Business

BrightSign, LLC, has announced BrightLink and BrightMenu
to help retailers, restaurants and other businesses safely
operate in the face of new health regulations brought on by
the COVID-19 pandemic.

ROE Visual Presents the Ballast
Calculator

When you are building large video walls, one of the
most prominent challenges is to do this safely. Even if
you use the official ROE Visual LED stacking systems,
in most cases it’s necessary to add extra ballast. Not all
AV technicians are aware of the total weight a complete
LED screen can amount to and what forces this can
generate, even if you use it indoors.

BrightLink is a new touchless solution that eliminates the
need to physically engage with touch-interactive digital
signage. By simply scanning a QR code, customers transfer
control of the experience to their phones to browse or
interact with content as they normally would, eliminating
the need for physical contact. The custom interface lets
customers access detailed product information, discount
coupons, wayfinders and even interactive product
demonstrations – no app or internet connection required.

Available in no less than six languages, the ROE Visual
Ballast Calculator offers ballast information for a broad
range of ROE Visual LED panel types, such as the
Carbon series, Black Onyx, Black Pearl and Sapphire,
but also the newly added panels Vanish V8 and Ruby.
Just enter the panel type, the required size of your video
wall, the amount of stacking rear trusses used and the
amount of ballast needed for your stacking system
will be automatically calculated. All available types of
stacking system are added to the ballast calculator.

BrightMenu uses very similar BrightSign technology, but
delivers a one-way experience whereby patrons scan a
QR code and receive the restaurant’s menu on their mobile
device – no internet connection, no app to download, and
no printed menus. Additionally, restauranteurs can promote
daily specials and invite patrons to join the restaurant’s
frequent diner program, all from within the menu interface on
the customer’s phone.

“The calculator works fairly simple, but it’s the complex
calculations, testing and structural analysis that are
behind the results that are the true worth of this Ballast
Calculator. No other LED manufacturer has put so much
effort and attention to these vital details. In the end it
makes all the difference as to why working with our
products is so easy and safe” adds Greg Hu, Product
Director for ROE Visual.

“Safely resuming operations requires businesses to
reimagine the experience they offer customers, particularly
as it relates to any sort of physical engagement,” said Ann
Holland, VP of Marketing at BrightSign. “We all want to get
back to work, and at BrightSign we especially want to help
our partners – retail, higher ed, corporate, hospitality and
more – open up for business in as safe a way as possible.”

The ROE Visual calculator is only valid in indoor
situations and cannot be used for outdoor conditions.
ROE Visual can refer to its whitepaper on wind loading
for outdoor conditions for those who are interested to
learn more on this topic.

To learn more about BrightSign’s new touchless engagement
and social distancing solutions, visit website below:
www.brightsign.biz/digital-signage-products/covid-19-solutions
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Although the results are based on an in-depth structural
analysis, the Ballast Calculator can never replace a
structural calculation, in some cases this might be
required by the local authorities. So always check what
local or regional standards and regulations do apply.
www.roevisual.com
June- July 2020
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Kramer Introduces the VS-411X HDMI Auto Switcher
The VS-411X automatically plays
the selected source signal on the
connected display according to user–
configured preferences. When the user
manually switches, the auto switching
is overridden. The VS-411X also
includes multi-channel audio switching
with up to 32 channels of digital stereo
uncompressed signals for supporting
studio–grade surround sound.

Kramer Electronics VS−411X is a 4x1
auto switcher for 4K HDR, HDMI video
signals. Offering both priority and last−
connected switching options, the VS411X automatically switches based on
active video signal detection.
Digital audio signals are simultaneously
passed through and de–embedded
and converted to an analog signal that

is sent to the stereo unbalanced analog
audio output. This enables playback
of the audio on locally connected
speakers, in parallel to playing it
on the speakers of the connected
AV device (such as a TV’s built-in
speakers). Intelligent EDID handling
and processing is incorporated into the
VS-411X.

Kramer’s VS-411X is ideal for any
AV distribution installation and for
switching in small to medium size
meeting and training rooms. The VS411X is shipping in the United States at
$495.00 MSRP.
www.KramerAV.com

ClearOne’s CONVERGENCE AV Network Manager Now Available WorldWide

ClearOne has announced availability of
its first release of CONVERGENCE AV
Network Manager; a unified AV network
management platform to monitor,
control, and audit ClearOne Pro Audio
and Video products and services.
A beta version was available to AV
practitioners for their evaluation prior to
this release.
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The new AV management system
provides remote real-time system
access for at-a-glance and all-inclusive
dashboard views in any browser
from desktop to mobile. Its unlimited
scalability supports organizations of
any size and can be configured for one
of twelve languages.

The new release provides efficient
batch firmware updates on multiple
audio and video devices at once.
The release adds the ability to
download, back up, or restore project
files simultaneously for multiple
CONVERGE® Pro 2 and CONVERGE
Huddle systems. The release provides
the ability to provision CONVERGE Pro
2 VoIP lines and view VoIP registration
status through the browser interface.
The AV management system facilitates
downloads of device logs and provides
reports for devices and peripherals,
users, histories, and calls. Email
notifications provide anytime, anywhere
alerts for immediate system status.
ClearOne will continue to introduce
new feature updates so that
CONVERGENCE remains the
most powerful and feature-rich AV
management platform on the market.
www.clearone.com/convergence-avnetwork-manager
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Galileo Video Wall Processors Now Offer Genetec & Milestone VMS Integration

RGB Spectrum has announced a
major enhancement to its Galileo
video wall processor line - new easy
to manage, integration with industryleading video management systems
(VMS) from Genetec and Milestone.
Optional plug-ins provide seamless
integration between cameras managed
by Genetec or Milestone and other

video and
computer sources.
The Galileo
VMS integration
allows alarms,
access control,
GIS and more
to be displayed
alongside the
Genetec and
Milestone VMS
video in a
consolidated view.
Operators familiar
with the Genetec/Milestone VMS
interfaces can control the video wall
from within the standard VMS interface
they are used to. They can recall
layouts, move and resize windows, and
drag-and-drop any VMS or other signal
source into a window on the video wall
display.

Galileo Genetec and Milestone
Integration Key Features:
– Seamless, easy to manage operation
with cameras and other video sources
integrated in the Genetec or Milestone
VMS systems
– Displays VMS video alongside
access control, alarm clients, and more
– Controls video wall routing and
layouts within the familiar VMS
interfaces
– Detects and uses VMS cameras from
within the Galileo wall control client
The Galileo video wall processor is an
ideal solution for security operations
centres, monitoring systems,
emergency operations centres,
command centres and other security
and surveillance applications.
www.rgb.com
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Lightware USB KVM in the Next Generation of TPS Extenders
previously renowned features.
Compared to its predecessor, the
previous HDMI-TPS-RX110AY, the
improvements of the HDMI-TPSRX220AK version are clearly visible at
first glance.
Introducing the newest members of
Lightware’s acclaimed TPS extender
range, the UMX-TPS-TX140K and the
HDMI-TPS-RX220AK that both adds
USB KVM capability to the mix.
Lightware’s TPS extenders allow users
to seamlessly extend even 4K@60Hz
signals over distances up to 170 m
using a single CAT cable, making
these devices particularly useful for
applications such as conference
rooms, educational spaces, control
rooms and even home cinema
applications.
The new editions are now enhanced
with USB KVM compatibility, allowing
users to utilise controls via Keyboard
& Mouse in a point-to-point extension
between these devices.

On the top of this improvement, both
the UMX-TPS-TX140K and the HDMITPS-RX220AK are capable to be
integrated into Cisco VC rooms with
controls thanks to the built-in Event
Manager and to the Advanced Control
Feature pack.
Differences between the previous
UMX-TPS-TX140 edition might not
be immediately noticeable for the
untrained eye, but the new edition
brings a whole lot of improvements
compared to its predecessor. On a
physical level, the UMX-TPS-TX140K
comes with an extra mini-USB port
solely dedicated to the USB KVM
controls.

It comes with two USB-A type
connectors for local KVM devices, and
it also features one additional local
HDMI input and one independent HDMI
output. This new layout basically makes
the HDMI-TPS-RX220AK an HDMI
matrix on its own with the cross-point
size of 2x2.
It is also important to note that
compared to previous editions of the
HDMI-TPS extenders, the new, KVM
version comes with a 3.5mm Jack
audio output instead of the previous
Phoenix audio port to make a better fit
for corporate environments.
lightware.com

Under the hood, it supports Cisco VC
rooms and other 3rd party collaboration
tools, whilst also maintains all the

QSC Announces Availability of New Axon Networked Audio I/O Endpoints

QSC has announced that it is now
shipping two new Axon AES67
networked audio I/O endpoints, from
Attero Tech by QSC. The A8Mio
(8-channel) and A4Mio (4-channel)
are interoperable, flexible and costeffective solutions that easily integrate
analog mic/line sources into a wide
range of network audio applications,
including the Q-SYS Ecosystem.
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These Axon endpoints are Power
over Ethernet (PoE) capable offering
a single-cable installation in a 1/2-RU
(A8Mio) or 1/3-RU (A4Mio) form factor
with surface-mount or rack-mount
capabilities.

Tech by QSC endpoints enable
integrators to quickly add analog
audio sources to virtually any installed
network AV system, including the
Q-SYS Ecosystem, providing maximum
flexibility, interoperability and legacy
investment protection,” says Josh
Arnold, Senior Product Manager,
QSC. “To help expedite the installation
process within Q-SYS, QSC developed
control plugins to allow full preamp
control of these devices from a native
Q-SYS touch screen, all without the
need for any complicated control
programming.”
www.qsc.com/systems/attero-tech

“As our industry navigates toward
fully networked conference, training
and Multipurpose rooms, these Attero
June- July 2020
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NanoLumens Debuts Overhauled Outdoor Product
grant greater design freedom with
regard to display size and shape while
allowing seamless alignment for the
new smaller pixel pitches. The new
cabinets also improve the display’s
heat dissipation, and therefore, its
performance. An increase in max
brightness has been engineered as
well to help the displays stand out
against strong ambient sunlight and
despite the diverse alterations, the
Performance line retains the same
robust IP rating it has always boasted.
NanoLumens, Inc., has announced
a series of product upgrades to their
outdoor Performance Series line of
LED displays. The upgrades to the
Performance Series bring customers’
creative freedoms with the outdoor
product more in line with what they’d
enjoy designing a NanoLumens indoor
product.
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Announced upgrades include the
addition of two new pixel pitches, at
3.1mm and 3.9mm, to complement the
product line’s broad existing range
of pitches, which currently extends
from 3.1mm to 10.0mm. Another major
change to the product line is the shift
from using steel cabinets to smaller
cast cabinets that measure 500mm by
500mm. These smaller cast cabinets

This announcement comes amid a
series of other NanoLumens product
developments, including a dramatic
redesign of their Engage Series™, the
launch of AWARE 2.0, the company’s
display management platform, and
the coming changes to the company’s
Nixel line that have been hinted at in
other recent announcements.
www.nanolumens.com
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Magenta Research by tvONE Ships Armored Active Optical Cables
The Magenta Research rugged active
optical cables provide a simple yet
powerful solution for extending highresolution video over long distances
with watertight ends and an armored
core. These plug and play cables
are available in HDMI 2.0 supporting
up to 4K60 4:4:4 and DisplayPort 1.4
supporting up to 8K60 4:4:4 with no
compression or latency up to 328ft
(100m). Crush resistant up to 15,000lbs
of force, a tensile strength of 800N and
without the need for external power
makes this a very flexible option for live
events.
Magenta Research new armored active
optical cables feature both DisplayPort
1.4 (MG-AOC-88A) and HDMI 2.0 (MGAOC-66A) options, from lengths of 10,
30, or 100 meters.

“Extending these high-resolution
signals at great distances is a
challenge,” says Mark Armon, Global
Product Manager at tvONE, “but the
most annoying part of extending
something is when you only have to go

10 meters. Active optical cables offer
a simple and cost-effective solution for
this problem.”
The armored and watertight active
optical cables expand on the existing
Magenta Research active optical cable
product line, featuring DisplayPort 1.4
active optical cables (MG-AOC-88x)
and HDMI 2.0 active optical cables
(MG-AOC-66x). Both cables are
available in UL certified Plenum and
provide a simple, robust solution for
extending ultra-high resolution over
long distances. These plug and play
active optical cables are provided in
a drum for easy installing and provide
video and audio extension with no
compression or latency from 10m to
100m (328 ft), without the need for
external power.
www.tvone.com

Atlona Ships Economical 4K/UHD HDMI and USB Extender for Huddle Spaces
and Small Meeting Rooms

Atlona is making easy and reliable
HDMI and USB signal extension even
more cost-effective for huddle spaces
and small meeting rooms with the
introduction of the new AT-OME-EXKIT-LT HDBaseT extender. Available
immediately, the new transmitter/
receiver kit extends 4K/UHD HDMI
video, embedded audio, power,
control and USB data over HDBaseT
while discreetly offering simple
connectivity for collaboration and video
conferencing.
The newest extension solution in
Atlona’s Omega Series of essential
AV system components for modern
workspaces and meeting environments,
the OME-EX-KIT-LT provides the
powerful core functionality of Atlona’s
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proven AT-OME-EX-KIT in a lowerpriced configuration optimized for
small spaces with shorter extension
requirements.
The OME-EX-KIT-LT extends 1080p60
HDMI and USB signals up to 230
feet (70 meters) over HDBaseT,
while 4K/HDR HDMI video – at 60
frames per second with 4:2:0 chroma
subsampling, or 30 fps with 4:4:4 – can
be extended up to 130 feet (40 meters).
HDCP 2.2 compliance enables the
transport of protected content.
The OME-EX-KIT-LT’s USB 2.0
interfacing and extension capabilities
make it ideal for soft codec and webbased conferencing in conjunction
with applications such as Zoom, Skype

for Business, Microsoft Teams, Cisco
Webex, BlueJeans and GoToMeeting
Supporting a host PC and two
peripherals at the transmitter plus two
ports for peripherals at the receiver,
the kit can easily integrate with a PC
and speakerphone or microphone
at a meeting table, and a camera or
soundbar at a corresponding wallmounted display. For other interactive
applications, it can also provide AV
and USB extension for a touch-enabled
display, allowing remote PC control at a
meeting table or other location.
The transmitter is powered from the
receiver over HDBaseT, enabling
convenient, discreet transmitter
installation without the need for local
AC power. A test button and LED on
the transmitter unit enable quick visual
confirmation of the integrity of the
HDBaseT link between the transmitter
and receiver, while a free software
utility provides real-time link status
plus detailed diagnostic and signal
information.
atlona.com/omega
June- July 2020
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Extron Introduces XPA Ultra Amplifiers with Switchable Bridging
power and greater flexibility", says
Casey Hall, Vice President of Sales
and Marketing at Extron. "Designers,
dealers, and installers will appreciate
the ability of these models to meet
the requirements of a wide variety of
system designs."

Extron introduces the XPA U 1004 SB
and XPA U 2002 SB, ENERGY STAR
qualified audio power amplifiers,
featuring flexible channel pairs that
can drive 8 ohm, 4 ohm, 70 volt, or 100
volt loads. The individually bridgeable
channel pairs of the XPA U 1004 SB
can deliver two 100 watt channels
into low impedance systems or one
200 watt channel into low or high
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impedance systems, while the XPA U
2002 SB delivers 200 watts and 400
watts respectively. A rotary switch on
the rear panel of the amplifier makes
it quick and easy to select the desired
output mode.

These convection cooled, plenum
rated enclosures do not require
empty rack spaces for ventitlation and
include rack mount hardware. Both
models feature Extron's highly efficient
advanced Class D amplifier design with
defeatable auto standby, fast wake up
from standby, and our patented CDRS Class D Ripple Suppression. XPA Ultra
SB models also support remote volume
and mute control using an Extron VCM,
VC or select MediaLink controllers.
www.extron.com

"These XPA Ultra 'SB' models greatly
simplify the process of creating
bridged channel output pairs for more
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Bosch Launches the First Fully Open Camera Platform

As the world becomes increasingly
connected, the Internet of Things
(IoT) presents new opportunities for
individuals and businesses. Bosch is
demonstrating the vast potential of the
IoT with INTEOX. The INTEOX open
camera platform combines built-in
Intelligent Video Analytics from Bosch
with superb performance, a commonly
used open OS, and the ability to add
software apps securely.
The new powerful platform supports
latest technologies. For example neural
network based analytics, the next
step in machine learning and Artificial
Intelligence. INTEOX enables app
developers and integration partners
to take advantage of its built-in
intelligence and capabilities to easily
develop unlimited software apps based
on a common language. At the same
time, system integrators can customize
their security solutions to meet specific
and changing customer requirements
by adding apps and deploy them into
INTEOX cameras.
“As sophisticated sensors with
Intelligent Video Analytics built-in
as standard, INTEOX cameras can
provide valuable data that can be
analyzed and used in a wide variety
of new and beneficial ways, many of
which the industry can only imagine.
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Bosch supports the platform with the
highest levels of data security and
privacy protection, and the quality
and simplicity that comes with working
with Bosch”, says Michael Seiter,
senior vice president, responsible for
the Bosch Video Systems & Solutions
business.

- An application store to access
relevant app information, browse the
public store and purchase ready-to-use
apps for all INTEOX cameras

An open platform approach has already
proven successful in the computer
and mobile phone market, where
software and apps have become an
integral part of daily life. For example,
apps provide immediate information,
instant communication and connection,
improved work productivity, and
simplified daily tasks. These benefits
extend to security cameras. By having
an open platform, developers can
work with integrators to address their
customer’s business challenges.

- A device management portal that
shows app and device health statistics
and enables easy management of apps
The INTEOX cameras, together with
the IoT infrastructure, enable app
developers, system integrators,
integration partners, and other market
players to create customer-specific
apps and insert them easily into
INTEOX cameras. “INTEOX will fuel
innovation that is beyond the scope
of any single company today. The
introduction of this open camera
platform will accelerate the future
growth of the entire security and safety
industry,” Seiter says.

The INTEOX camera platform will
power an entirely new line of MIC,
AUTODOME, FLEXIDOME, and DINION
fixed and moving cameras supported
by an open IoT infrastructure.
Developed by Security and Safety
Things GmbH, a Bosch start-up
company, this IoT infrastructure is
based on four pillars:

- A web portal for app developers and
designers that offers information and
tools to develop and test apps

The first cameras based on the INTEOX
platform are expected from July 2020
onwards.
www.boschbuildingtechnologies.com

- An open OS based on Android Open
Source Project and strengthened for
increased security
June- July 2020
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Just Add Power Launches EZLogger Remote Logging Tool
reducing on-site visits by installers.
All that's needed is an active route
to the internet from the Just Add
Power network and the justOS B2.0.5
firmware, which can be applied
remotely to layer-3 configured 3G
systems.

In response to the COVID-19
pandemic, Just Add Power, has
launched the EZLogger remote logging
tool. Available as part of the justOS
B2.0.5 firmware via a free update, the
new tool allows layer-3 configured Just
Add Power 3G systems to send the
company diagnostic data.

Unlike other products on the market
that require constant monitoring to
detect issues, Just Add Power's
EZLogger tool eliminates the need for
remote monitoring. With the feature
enabled, the system automatically
sends Just Add Power the data the
company requires to analyze issues,

"With a worldwide pandemic, we
knew that as a global company we
had a responsibility to help protect
our installers and their customers in
any way possible," said Bob Curtis,
technology development team lead, at
Just Add Power. "We created EZLogger
with social distancing practices in mind
and to provide our installers with the
safety they deserve during this unsure
time."
www.justaddpower.com

Soluuons For Returning To Work Safely
Corporate Video Conferencing + Work From Home

Rapid Deployment
Zoom Room
Packages
With LG
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Email us
Now
At
av@idealsys.com

www.idealsys.com
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ZeeVee’s Streaming Video Solutions Support Wide Range of Industry
Applications
available via a free firmware upgrade,
ZeeVee gave customers already
using these encoders new capabilities
without additional cost, following the
company’s approach to offering value
to integrators and end-users whenever
possible.

As the breadth of applications requiring
high performance and reliable
streaming video grows, ZeeVee,
Inc. has built a line of products that
quickly and easily deliver television
programming, digital signage or any
other type of user-generated content to
any screen on an IP network.
The company’s streaming product
offerings include the H.264 Media
Module (quad encoder blade) for the
HDbridge 3000 encoder, ZyPerMX2
and ZyPerMX4 H.264 encoder
appliances, STBi3 set top box and the
ZyPerMX Player (EPG).
“Streaming video remains one of
the cornerstones of our business,
particularly in mission-critical
verticals such as higher education
and K-12, restaurants, hospitality,
retail and corporate enterprise
markets,” said Art Weeks, Director of
product management, ZeeVee. “Our
engineering team has been ahead of
the streaming trend and continues to
provide us with the products that meet
marketplace needs for high-performing
yet cost-effective content distribution.”
H.264 Media Module for HDbridge
3000 The H.264 Media Module can be
hot-swapped into the HDbridge 3000’s
chassis, providing a reliable and
flexible way to deliver four channels
of H.264 (MPEG-4) streaming. The
modular HDbridge 3000 encoder can
also be populated with additional
blades/modules that can perform RF
modulation and MPEG-2 streaming—
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making this a simple, flexible and costeffective solution for the creation of
hybrid digital headends for customers
who have a variety of AV sources and
displays.
HDbridge 3000’s built-in management
software makes it simple to set up
and manage channels and content,
including DirecTV, from anywhere on
the network. Select media modules
offer an extra channel, called ZvShow,
that enable the looping of customized
content.
ZyPerMX2 and ZyPerMX4 Encoders
The ZyPerMX2 and ZyPerMX4 can
stream up to two or four sources
of multiple streaming formats
simultaneously over IP networks and
greatly expand the range of devices
each channel can support. In addition,
they support HLS, RTP, UDP and
RTMP, the most used protocols for live
streaming on sites such as Facebook
Live, YouTube Live and other popular
content distribution networks. This
protocol support extends the ways
customers can use ZeeVee products
for streaming live content and gives
them the freedom to choose the
distribution method – direct or via a
CDN – that suits any situation. The
ZyPerMX2 and ZyPerMX4 integrate with
Wowza media systems.
They also support AAC, a widely
used and often preferred audio
compression format, in addition to
supporting MP2 and AC3 formats.
By recently making key features

ZyPerMX Player
The ZyPerMX Player, a web-based
multicast player, delivers an engaging
television-like experience on the
desktop for distributed content,
which can include live broadcast
TV, movie channels or in-house
programming – all without having to
install software. The player is also
available with an optional electronic
programming guide, which dealers
can offer to customers for a monthly
or annual fee. The programming guide
is fully customizable to correspond
to the client’s content offerings and
programming schedule.
STBi3 Set Top Box
ZeeVee’s new STBi3 set top box
supports playback from both IP
and RF sources and is designed for
bulk video distribution or IPTV type
applications and greatly simplifies
AV over IP streaming. It can be used
in conjunction with the ZyPerMX2
and ZyPerMX4, as well as the H.264
Media Module for the HDbridge 3000.
This provides an easy and affordable
way to create a digital head-end
for distributing large numbers of AV
sources to an unlimited amount of
displays.
The STBi3 supports UDP and RTP
streams (with MPEG-4 encoding), as
well as QAM and ATSC 2.0 for the
North American market. It is the only
set top box that offers Power over
Ethernet (PoE) and scales video up
to 4K/60 for compatible monitors.
Deployments are simplified thanks to
auto-discovery of ZeeVee generated
IP streams that enable simple plugand-play connectivity to the network
for viewing channels. The STBi3’s
architecture also allows for easy
expansion as system requirements
change.
www.zeevee.com
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Crestron Sets New Standard for Collaboration with Dual-Mode Unified
Communications (UC) Solution

Crestron, has announced a new
addition to its award-winning line
of Unified Communications (UC)
tabletop conferencing technology: the
Crestron Flex MX. The first product to
offer both native and bring-your-owndevice (BYOD) capability, the Flex
MX will completely transform the way
businesses provide video conferencing

by providing people with the flexibility
to connect with anyone on any platform
from any space.

connection to the room display,
requiring just a single cable. Other key
features include:

Crestron Flex MX offers organizations
the unique flexibility to run native
Microsoft Teams (UC-MX150-T) or
Zoom Rooms (UC-MX150-Z) software,
or seamlessly switch to BYOD mode
for all other conferencing software.
Thus, for organizations standardized on
Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms, Flex
MX delivers those native experiences,
while guests can plug in their laptops
and use whichever software they’re
already running on their devices. This
eliminates the concern that a meeting
room will not support a user’s call. This
capability is unprecedented among UC
products and truly changes the game
when it comes to enabling streamlined
connectivity and collaboration.
Additionally, Flex MX simplifies

- HDMI and USB connectivity for
content sharing and video conferencing
- An intelligent camera with a 150° field
of vision
- 360° quad microphone array
“The Crestron Flex Series, and
specifically the new Flex MX
models, eliminates one of the major
impediments to smooth and productive
meetings – attendees using different
UC platforms,” said Joe Sarrasin,
Director of Strategy, UC, Crestron. “The
Crestron Flex Series is the only product
line on the market that enables people
to work together, regardless of location
or web collaboration application, and
this is the definition of the future of the
workplace.”
www.crestron.com

Tripleplay Releases Caveman 3.0 Software Bringing More Features to
Tripleplay Digital Signage and IPTV
platform’s most significant software
releases to date. Tripleplay has
continued to develop even more simple
innovations, ensuring that their clients,
both future and existing, have a reliable
and future proof platform for enterprise
video, IPTV and digital signage.
Some of the features available in the
release include:

Caveman 3.0, brings an unrivalled level
of integration and unparalleled feature
capabilities to the AV/IT market.
With 25 new features and
improvements and enhancements
across the platform, this is one of the
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- 6-Way Multiview Video Streaming on a
single endpoint
- Social Media Plugin and display for
Digital Signage
- TripleView server monitoring for
multiple site rollouts
- Map View in TripleClient for easy
viewing and controlling of endpoints
- Multicast to Unicast video streaming
support
- Closed Caption Processing and

Subtitle Upload for Videos
- SAML Authentication for User
Management pages
- Optimization of video playback,
enabling quality integrated IPTV and
digital signage delivery
Tripleplay CEO, Steve Rickless,
commented on the release saying,
“Tripleplay is always ambitious when it
comes to software releases and I am
extremely proud that, despite many
engineers now working remotely, the
team has been able to release all new
features and enhancements as planned
for Caveman 3.0.
Tripleplay’s Caveman 3.0 software
release is available now through
Tripleplay’s Authorised Partners and
local distributors.
www.tripleplay.tv
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Microdata Celebrates 40th Anniversary
A pioneer of the AV Industry in the Philippines the company has diversified to keep its
competitive edge

Management and Employees of Microdata at their four storey office in Metro Manila

Microdata was founded in 1987 by Mariano Ang, Jr.
initially offering photo supplies such as cameras, films,
chemicals and photo papers. A chance introduction to
3M Philippines saw Microdata become a distributor of
3M microfilm products. After some successful business
transactions, Mr Ang decided to shift the business from
selling photo supplies to microfilm supplies. However, after
a few years, 3M Philippines was shut down, and Mr Ang had
to find alternative brands. In his search for new suppliers,
he encountered Telex and Gakken who were selling OHP
projectors. Microdata used these projectors for presentation
to clients. Many customers were impressed with the
presentation method and started to also inquire about the
projectors, which led to a natural transition for the company
to go into audio-visual.

Mariano Ang Jr. at the first office opening in 1987. Picture shows a pastor
blessing the office. Mr Ang is wearing the white long-sleeved shirt.

That was the start of Microdata's deep involvement with the
AV industry in the Philippines. The company has over the 40
years grown exponentially in terms of solutions represented
and services provided. Other than its four storey HQ in Metro
Manila, the company also has full-fledged offices in other
urbanized areas.
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Currently, the company has a headcount of 200 employees
servicing hundreds of customers within the Philippines.

SI Asia: What do you feel sets Microdata apart in this
field?

SI Asia connects with Adeline Ang who is the newly
appointed President and daughter of Mariano Ang Jr. about
the company's growth and success.

Adeline: Being one of the pioneers in the local setting for
the A/V industry, we started at a time when people did not
understand what "audio-visual" meant. Back then, only
multinational companies had the budget and the vision to
invest in presentation equipment. There were also just a
handful of suppliers offering these products and services, so
naturally, we were considered as experts in our field offering
end-to-end solutions from design, supply, installation and
after-sales support. We functioned as a hybrid distributor
and systems integrator wherein we catered to re-sellers and
also supported our clients directly. We continue to offer this
end-to-end service at no extra cost to our clients despite
the surfacing of specialized companies offering design
consultancy, project management, procurement and general
contractor services which have changed the environment.

SI Asia: Congratulations on your new appointment.
Can you provide us with a little more insight about
Microdata’s entry into the AV spectrum?
Adeline: Thank you.
If you look at our brief
history, the company’s
evolution is because of
the different partnerships
we have had with
the brands we carry.
One of the significant
developments included
our partnership with
Sanyo Philippines where
we were appointed their
exclusive distributor for
their projectors from 1997
to 2012 until Panasonic
acquired the brand. We
were then, as a natural course appointed by Panasonic to
represent their solutions that included CCTV, professional
display and projectors. We were also appointed as an
exclusive distributor for Tandberg video-conferencing
solutions. When Cisco acquired Tandberg we became a
Cisco legacy partner. We are one of the very few Tandberg
distributors in Southeast Asia to have continued to be
a Cisco partner. With support from Cisco, our company
evolved into offering IT solutions focused on data centre,
routing & switching, network infrastructure and other related
solutions. As our company’s reputation grew, more brands
knocked on our doors and that has allowed us to offer
comprehensive and diverse solutions for our clients.

We also evolved, as we not only focussed on audio-visual,
but also various solutions making us versatile and thus being
able to address a bigger scope of our clients’ needs.
SI Asia: How does the company operate to maximise its
effectiveness?
Adeline: As mentioned earlier, we have several focus areas
so the company is subdivided into several business groups
which are run independently from each other.
1. Education – interactive whiteboards, language learning,
robotics
2. A/V – projectors, displays, discussion systems, command
& control centres, etc.
3. IT/Network – collaboration, data centres, routing/
switching, etc.
4. Radio – tetra radio system, critical communications and
command & control

SI Asia: What are the areas of solutions being offered
by Microdata currently and some of the brands being
represented?
Adeline: Currently, we offer critical communication
systems on top of microfilm, A/V, IT and digital documents
processing. Microdata is also a partner of other worldrenowned brands such as Bosch, Samsung, LG, NEC,
Extron, Hytera, Sanako, Crestron, DAMM and many more.
I am pleased to say that we continue to provide services and
support to our microfilm clients from the earlier years. We
now also offer digital scanning, archiving and processing
of documents for government institutions and private
corporations as well as banks, schools and libraries.

One of Microdata’s prestigious client is Unilever
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In 2019 Microdata was awarded the AV package for Dexcom’s new office

5. Document processing – microfilm and digital document
processing
6. Technical maintenance services – preventive maintenance
services
SI Asia: What are some of the key milestones of the
company?
Adeline: I would say that our appointment as a Cisco
partner and as a Panasonic partner has really broadened
our portfolio and allowed us to get larger projects. I have
to reiterate that CISCO’s appointment in 2010 helped us to
sell other IT solutions aside from video-conferencing which
has become an integral aspect of our business. One of the
bigger projects that we were involved in and are proud of
was the award by Globe Telecom in 2012 to fulfill all the
AV requirements for their new building which included
room automation, digital signage, boardroom and town-hall
display systems. In 2013, we were also awarded by the
Department of Defense for the nationwide deployment of
telepresence and command center.
In 2013, we became a partner of Motorola that helped jumpstart our involvement in the critical communications segment.
In that same year, we were involved in the first phase of
Department of Information and Communication Technology’s
(DICT) initiative to provide free internet for everyone. We
were given multiple awards in the ASEAN region by Cisco
for this project and was part of the Winner’s Circle. Our
experience with the first phase of the project made us
more confident and landed us the 3rd phase of the DICT’s
initiative.
In 2015, we were awarded the tetra radio systems project
by Solaire Casino & Resorts and City of Dreams Casino. In
2016, we were also involved in the multiple simultaneous
projects for the expansion of Google in the Philippines as
well as the set-up of the new office for Baker & McKenzie.
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In 2017, we focused on our corporate and global clients
landing us deals for the upgrade projects for Fluor Daniels
and Unilever, to name a few.
In 2018, we supplied and installed 32 laser projectors for the
first 3D mapping restaurant (SIX doors) in the Philippines.
It was an interesting project wherein our projectors were
used for an interactive dining experience that no one has
seen before in the country. We were also involved in the
expansion project of MRT (metro rail transit) by providing
radio systems for the new trains.
In 2019, we continued to serve our global clients such as
Google, Manulife, Global Payments, among others and
humbled that they continue to trust us. In addition, we were
also awarded the AV package for six floors of Dexcom’s new
office in Bonifacio Global City.
SI Asia: How did the company go about its celebrations
this year amidst the restrictions and what is your
thoughts about the future.
Adeline: We had planned months ahead for a big
celebration but unfortunately we had to avert our plans
due to COVID-19. However, that did not stop us from
commemorating our 40th anniversary. Being a Cisco
partner, we used Webex to host a virtual party with all of our
employees. It was definitely a celebration to remember!
The future of the economy is unclear, but the company's
mandate is clear. For 40 years, Microdata has gone through
many crises, and we were able to overcome it all. This will
also be one of them. We are resilient. It is good that we are
in the business of technology. Our products and services are
relevant now more than ever to the community, and this is
how we will overcome this challenge.
www.microdata.com.ph
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COVID-19: Navigating The New Normal

In a few presentations last year, David Labuskes, CEO of AVIXA, presented a glowing picture about the growth of the AV
Industry. It was a true statement at that time as AV solutions were seeing growth in various vertical segments across the
globe. Yes there were still challenges and the industry needed to put more emphasis on the experience it was creating but
overall the AV industry was on an up trend. Unfortunately, nobody expected that an unseen enemy (COVID-19) would upend
the world. AVIXA has been active during these trying times. The AVIXA site regularly provides updates from the World Health
Organisation; offering resources for the industry and providing free access to online training programmes and bringing
together panellist to help the industry better understand the challenges and opportunities moving forward.
With lock-downs being implemented in many countries, it has certainly affected almost all types of businesses, except for
the essential services. As we write this article a number of countries in this region are cautiously lifting their lock-downs –
Thailand, Australia, South Korea, Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and Singapore to name a few. But it will not be back to
normal for sure. Until a vaccine is found nothing will return to normal. The hardest hit in the AV industry are those in the
events industry – the rental and staging companies. Their road to recovery is still some way off. We will certainly see some
casualties and we can only hope that the financial help provided by some of the governments will help them tide through this
difficult period.
How about the AV installation segment? What is its future? What type of solutions will be the norm? With this special feature
we hope to give our readers a glimpse of what the industry is thinking. We thank all those who responded to our initiative.

Singapore AV Industry Keeping Positive
Singapore implemented what they termed the COVID-19
Circuit Breaker (CCB). During this period, only essential
services were allowed to operate and that too with
distancing and other safety related measures needing to be
in place. By and large residents were told to stay home. The
initial four weeks circuit breaker was extended for another
four weeks till 2nd June. As there were some positive results
from the breaker, some additional businesses have been
allowed to open since than. The government has however
highlighted that things will certainly not return to normal from
2nd June and have encouraged organisations to continue
with telecommuting as much as possible. We expect a slow
opening up of businesses.
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We reached out to the top System Integrators in Singapore
to get their views. Five out of the eight that we approached
participated. I think it is fair to say that the outcome of the
comments reflects the state of the industry in Singapore
as these companies together are responsible for a large
number of the projects in Singapore.
In regards to the question if more projects were
cancelled or postponed during the CCB, the respondents
have overall highlighted that the most of the projects have
been postponed with only a very small percentage of jobs
being cancelled. That is good news for the industry.
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Fintan Mc Kiernan
CEO, Ideal Systems
(Singapore)

Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO, Ideal Systems (Singapore),
comments, “Luckily not many of our projects were cancelled
or postponed. This is mainly due to the fact that a lot of our
AV projects are relating to video conferencing and remote
working solutions that organisations need in order to be able
to enable their employees to work from home. Also a high
proportion of our projects are with government departments
and were considered as essential services.”
Did the SIs continue to work during the lockdown
period? For Ideal Systems, the company has continued with
certain key projects for the national broadcaster and various
government communications projects during the lockdown
period.
According to Angeline Tan, Managing Director (Singapore/
Malaysia/Indonesia) VEGA Project, the company has had
an exemption from the Singapore government for nine staff
as they had to be on call at Parliament House for house
sittings.
Esco’s General Manager, Christopher Lim, comments,
“ESCO as a provider of ICT solutions has been granted the
general exemption. A small pool of our engineers have also
been activated to support small works/maintenance for some
of our clients who are also under the essential services. For
these visits, safe distancing is being observed and our team
wears a mask at all times. We have also limited the size of
our team in the office to one or two a day, for logistics or
shipment arrangements. We have registered for SafeEntry
for our office which is mandatory to facilitate contact tracing
initiatives.”
Both Pave Systems and Electronics & Engineering also
confirm that they have been providing services to essential
organisations during the lockdown and maintaining strict
adherence to regulations related to safe distancing,
temperature checking and minimum workforce.
SI Asia was keen to know what opportunities, if any, have
cropped-up for the SIs due to the stay home notice?
Fintan offers that a range of opportunities has cropped up
for Ideal Systems. “On the broadcast side our Cloud Division
launched our new Cloud Based Disaster Recovery system
for business continuity which can be quickly deployed
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Gary Goh
Deputy Managing Director,
Electronics & Engineering

Jeffrey Lim
Managing Director,
Pave Systems

should any broadcaster get a Covid-19 outbreak in their
broadcast facility. This DR system builds on top our new
Cloud Broadcast Integration platform and demonstrates
the speed of deployment and flexibility of cloud based
broadcast systems over legacy systems.
On the AV side of our business we are seeing a major
increase in organisations looking to ramp up their video
conferencing infrastructure to allow more working from home
and also to host virtual business to business meetings.
For video conferencing we are working with all the key
vendors from Poly, and Logitech to Zoom. For the latter we
have launched a range of preconfigured quick to deploy
Zoom Room’s with LG Business Solutions.”
Angeline highlights that tender interviews are now 100%
on video. “We are also able to use video clips instead of
face to face demonstration of equipment proposed. On the
company end we now do our project meetings in the comfort
of our home and they have proven to be more productive.”
“I am also pleased to share that educational institutes are
now asking for distance learning, including sports area.
The Parliament has also voted to allow Cabinet members
to meet remotely. There is obviously concerns regarding
online security which has given us the opportunity to sell our
strengths.”
Christopher adds, “The lockdown in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic has presented opportunities for ESCO
to serve the community by way of enabling remote “working
from home” and video conferencing solutions. As a partner
of Zoom and Microsoft, ESCO has helped many businesses
set up such solutions with ease during this pandemic.”
Gary Goh, Deputy Managing Director, Electronics &
Engineering reiterates that the company has seen an
increase in interest in several product segments namely,
video conferencing, home recording/podcasting/streaming.
We were curious to know how the SIs were handling
the current lockdown internally? The theme of upgrading
knowledge and using the time to better align operational
capabilities was common among all the respondents.
Jeffrey Lim, Managing Director, Pave Systems shares that
he and Pave management have spent more time virtually
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with employees resulting in operations becoming better
aligned than before. “Staff have also been able to attend
trainings, revise and suggest improvements to the workflow.”
“We are focussing on being operationally effective as best
we can working from home through regular communication
within the teams and department heads. There is also a
huge focus on training and self-improvement within the
teams,” says Gary.
Christopher adds, “To ensure everyone in ESCO is fully
supported in this time, we have established a taskforce to
assist with any issues our staff might face while working from
home, be it a technical difficulty, communication platforms or
the mental well-being of everyone. We are also encouraging
all staff to leverage on the opportunity to upgrade our skills
and better support clients in the post-COVID-19 landscape.”
Vega Project on the other hand has produced a 23-page
Business Continuity Planning collateral. The very well
detailed plan touches on human resource management,
monitoring development of the virus updates and how
the message is to be disseminated. Details on preventive
procedures that has been set in place are clearly spelled out
and and includes personnel responsible for backup to cover
the duties of key office holders, should there be a need.
Fintan shares, “We have many offices across APAC so its
been a challenging few months. However we have used the
time wisely and many of our engineers have been using time
under lockdown to brush up on skills with online training.
We have had many engineers getting AVIXA certification for
Zoom Room Integration for example, which will be a very
useful skillset after the lock downs end.”
Our final question to the respondents was to get their
opinion on the impact of conferencing solutions
business for the AV industry? We wanted to know if
conferencing out of residences will have an impact on
implementing huddle room and conferencing solutions in
offices.
According to Christopher working from home and
working in an office are two different things. “An office is a
collaborative environment where you don't work in isolation
and most meetings are a hybrid of physical and virtual
attendees. It should not affect the demand for huddle rooms
and conferencing facilities. If anything the Covid19 crisis has
forced people to raise their awareness of soft codec video
conferencing and learn how to maximize its potential. This is
generally a good thing for the future of the industry and we
are gearing up and innovating to address the demand.”
Jeffrey concurs, “We believe demand for huddle rooms
will continue as small teams collaboration in office is still
necessary Where is the opportunity for the AV industry?
Greater demand for collaborative devices as large
organisations diversify their operations to reduce risk.”
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Angeline feels that there will be a big change in the “need”
for meeting rooms. The debate will be the need versus the
want. “On the other hand, I feel overseas travel for business
will slow down so video conferencing demand will certainly
go up for our industry with even more detail to the audio and
video quality.”
We leave the final words to Fintan. “Covid-19 has been a
major catalyst for the mass adoption of video conferencing
and cloud collaboration in general. We have all observed the
rapid increase in popularity of Zoom and Slack, and Zoom
has become a household term recently despite being around
since 2011.
Because of the speed at which lockdowns were announced
and executed, there was very limited effect for the AV
industry as many people started working from home using
their laptops, onboard cameras with headphones and mic’s
plugged in.
However when offices begin to open up after lockdowns,
increasing number will want to deploy huddle rooms and
zoom rooms to enable staff to continue to work from home
and maintain some social distancing until the Covid-19 threat
has gone away.
With this massive increase in professional video
conferencing capacity it will be much more likely that more
meetings will take place virtually than before Covid19,
especially when travel restrictions especially air travel are
still in effect.
In essence we are being forced to adapt our habits away
from face to face meetings and to adopt a higher reliance on
video conferencing as a way to conduct business. Its highly
likely as people realise the ease and effectiveness of video
conferencing that it remain as a key business communication
medium long after Covid-19 comes under control.”
SI Asia Comment
With safe distancing measures and minimal workforce
being implemented, completion of projects will be
extended. This would inadvertently affect company
revenues and may even add costs to the operations.
If clients are willing to bear the additional cost, it will
go some way to ease cash flows for SIs. Taking on
additional projects will also be a challenge due to the
measures but with proper planning and co-operation of
clients, it should be manageable.

Note: This article was written before Angeline Tan left
Vega Singapore The company has a new MD as of 1
June 2020
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Consultants Agree that AV Designs and Requirements Will Change

SI Asia reached out to four Consultants in the region, including the late Ranjit Singh. This was Ranjit’s last contribution to
SI Asia before his unexpected passing away on 15th May. We will certainly miss him. As for the article, SI Asia wanted to
understand if there was going to be shift in priority for the type of solutions clients will want to integrate and the impact of
telecommuting to AV needs, which might become the norm for organisations, even after the lift of lockdowns.

We thank all the Consultants for their contribution. These include Peter Hunt, Group CEO, Hewshott International;
Mradul Sharma, Managing Director, 3CDN Workplace Tech Pvt Ltd; Ian D. Harris, President, ihD Ltd and Ranjit Singh,
Principal Consultant – Workspace Technology, PTS Consulting Singapore.
What do you foresee as the possible impact of COVID-19
to the design and requirements of future AV installations
mainly in the areas of meeting rooms, collaboration
spaces, conferencing capabilities?
Peter: I think that it’s too early to predict
how the current virus crisis will shape
meeting rooms – currently it’s shaking up the
workplace and there’s plenty of evidence that
large corporations are reviewing their real
estate strategy. The concept of whether an
office is required is a wider, physiological discussion and it’s
largely a combined personal and corporate cultural matter.
Some people want to stay at home, others want to come to
work – can you design a workplace that fully satisfies both
and maintains optimum productivity? If people work from
home, where is the line in the sand between work and home
life? Do they blur to the point of being indiscernible and
is that ‘healthy’ for individuals? That’s got to be left to the
experts that study workplace strategy because there’s many
wider ramifications of shifting the workplace to the home,
and I don’t actually think that technology will be a feature of
that discussion because it’s now taken for granted. I strongly
suspect this will be a decision made on a company by
company basis, and is also likely to vary geographically and
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culturally. What this crisis has done is demonstrate that the
latent video communications technologies that are built into
every mobile device (including laptops) is a powerful enough
tool to maintain a good portion of business as usual. Is the
future office one of hot-desks and many meeting rooms and
huddle spaces? Is it more of the traditional set-up, or is it
going to be entirely home working based and the days of an
office are gone? Who knows.
Mradul: AV and conferencing technology will
find a larger interest, not only with clients but
with interior designers -- technology, moving
forward will be core to space planning for
any office space. The new workplace will
give employees huddle rooms, meeting
spaces which can easily branch out to connect with remote
workforce (operating out of home mainly).
In terms of actual AV design, it was only recently that we
came to a design approach of 1-touch start to meetings,
where more and more AV OEMs went for certifications
from MS-Teams/Zoom to enable this feature. Today’s
circumstance demands 0-touch start to meeting -- in
essence, the presence of user in the room should start the
meeting and advanced controls should be available with the
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user on his device. We are looking at technologies akin to
what Cisco offers in terms of Proximity -- a lot of innovation
will happen around this in the coming days. And, staying
with touch, we are circumspect about the future of touch
interfaces and interactive displays with multi-touch capability
-- inclusion of them into the design moving forward will be
extremely difficult to justify.
Ian: The forced work-from-home situation
has meant that very many people have
been using Conferencing software for the
first time, and even seasoned Conferencing
users have been using it much more heavily.
This not only means greater familiarity with
the process, but also a realisation that it IS possible to coordinate, discuss etc WITHOUT meeting face-to-face. And
whilst many people enjoy the process of travelling, meeting
face-to-face, experiencing other cities/countries, it is a
common experience that the Conferencing process saves a
huge amount of time and travel-related costs, enabling those
persons who are busy, to cope better with workload.
But there are also significant challenges, especially
with speech-quality where users are far away from the
microphone, or in reverberant rooms (usually those at
their workplaces, rather than home), making it difficult to
understand what is being said, especially where not regular
wording, but specifics of numbers/descriptions etc.
Camera-use is very often poor, with user’s backs to bright
windows and the consequent silhouette or worse. But this
is not significant in the communication, and easily fixed by
feedback/asking them to swivel 180 degrees!
Another effect is at the office, where there are presently,
but moving forward to the post-COVID era surely continuing
although to a lesser degree, many more meetings going on,
and it has become difficult to sit far enough away to avoid
disturbance from other meetings audio.
Let alone the realisation that Virtual Backdrops are possible,
which can be helpful in the workplace for more professional
backgrounds with Company logos etc, but reveals the need
in reality for Green Chromakey type drapes/walls.
Ranjit: COVID-19 has boost the reliance on
Technology for individuals and companies.
The meeting space will need to be enhanced
by technologies to support regulations as a
short term measure. The technologies that
integrate for the short-term measure should
be able to support future strategies of the companies.
Will there be a major impact in terms of the quick
adoption of conferencing software (residential
especially) and its impact of expectations in the
commercial environment? Will there be less need for a
proper hardware + software integration system in the
commercial space?
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Ranjit: Lifestyles are driving trends in commercials spaces.
Software codec are already being implemented and have
gotten a huge boost due to COVID-19. It is difficult to
separate proper hardware + software, as OEM are building
their own solutions around the software codecs. The key is
to create solutions that can easily integrate the hardware in
commercials spaces with Laptops or PC to provide a good
experience.
Ian: Conversely, this is leading to an increased demand for
Conferencing Facilities, both domestically and at the office.
Domestically, being equipped with at least a professional
echo-cancelling Mic/Loudspeaker, and Camera, makes
a huge difference in terms of frustration/embarrassment.
At the office, apart from the need for additional closeddoor spaces, the need for professional conferencing has
led to demand for simple-to-use but capable equipment
adopting beam-forming microphones/combined microphone/
loudspeakers in larger rooms to achieve the speech clarity,
and sensibly-placed cameras.
Mradul: We have hailed the work of healthcare and other
support workers during this crisis, and rightly so. However,
we should also acknowledge the effort of IT support staff
who have ensured smooth running of operations even while
the workforce is remote. IT vulnerabilities around different
devices (esp. personal devices) being used to work and
from home are some of the serious nightmares IT support
had to face.
It is evident that consumer facing technologies were better
prepared for this pandemic as against corporate/enterprise
tech. This pandemic, if not, will accelerate advancements of
technologies within enterprises (something that could have
taken years). Some of these will include complete migration
to cloud, automation (esp. using AI). Conferencing solutions
will also be one of the key technologies which will be
adopted if not, their exposure to the workforce is going to be
significantly increased. As I have mentioned earlier, the key
is to ensure that the conferencing platform helps employees
to seamlessly branch out of their huddle rooms, meeting
rooms in offices to remote locations like homes.
We believe there will be a larger focus on
hardware+software integration in meeting rooms, mainly
around the thoughts I have spoken about in the first
question, that is zero-touch start to meetings.
Peter: I don’t believe that there will be a major impact
because that’s already been achieved, however if homeworking is to become a more common theme, we need to
consider technology that can support this set-up and be
more corporate in look and feel. Aside of the corporate
security matters (which are now less and less) I think
that the issues are not around the software platforms or
hardware selection, but around education on how to use the
equipment. Let’s face it, most of the camera/mic solutions
work well, some better than others, but the environment is
a noticeable change when people are working from home.
Meeting rooms in an office are generally built to a standard
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that relays good sound and pictures – spare rooms, kitchens
and dining tables are not an office environment, so elements
such as noise and light play a bigger part of the overall
experience than the choice of camera or VC software.
What are the possible challenges for the AV industry
going forward? Will there be a change in mindset of
clients as to what are relevant solutions?
Mradul: Definition of AV-IT integration, all the while has been
around how AV can sit on clients' production network. Key
skills expected from AV fraternity were around understanding
the network and its fundamentals (bottom three layers of OSI
model). We are looking at the future where the definition of
AV-IT integration has expanded from network to application /
software (top layer of OSI model).
Solutions that have worked in the past may not work moving
forward -- we will have to be open to accept new thoughts
and ideas which will make AV systems work in a different
way. And, software will be one of the key elements around
this.
Ranjit: For the next 9 months, it would be adjusting to the
new regulations and innovating ideas to reduce time spent
at site. Clients will try to reduce budget and we will see only
essential technology and product being implemented. The
change is exponential for everyone and all of us have to
adapt swiftly to this era.
Peter: There certainly will be a change in mindset for clients,
but this won’t be driven by the AV industry, it’ll be driven by
culture and productivity. What can the AV industry do to
support this? Probably not a lot if I’m honest – the ‘always
available’ and ‘on the go’ conferencing, whether this be
from an airport or a spare room has always been there, it’s
just that now it’s been promoted and has acquired a novelty
factor and a broader acceptance. Everyone is doing it and
the hilariously good (and cringingly bad) experiences have
created a sense of light relief in an otherwise tense time in
unchartered territory. To some extent the experimentation
component is seen as being industrious and pushing the
boundaries, but this will wear off when a novelty situation
becomes normal, and a company’s balance sheet starts to
become the focus. I suspect we will see less tolerance of
poor video and audio experiences, but as alluded to above,
this won’t be entirely in the technology space, it’ll be more
environmental.
Ian: Yes, but PROFESSIONAL solutions are needed, and
clients will be more aware of the various needs after their
current experiences of room Booking clashes/unavailability,
problems connecting and therefore being late to join, issues
with audio and video, as well as realisation that the "new"
conference software types being used are better than the
ones they have traditionally used.
But for many corporate users, IT Compliance is supercritical, let alone that staff laptops may be locked-down in
terms of WiFi and USB-connectivity. This is very challenging
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in terms of solving/creating compliant-solutions, and is not
solved in one day or even a few weeks, needing much R&D
and testing.
What are the possible opportunities for the AV industry,
moving forward?
Ian: This relates to my answer to the above. Despite
the home-solutions and simple meeting room solutions
achievable through equipment from the local computer
shops, there is now an increased need for professional
design and IT-co-ordination in order to create viable
Workplace medium-to-large rooms. Urgently too, as many
companies have realised their dire need for this.
Ranjit: AV companies that have been dragging their feet
to embrace IT and it’s related technologies will need to
relook at their strategies. The opportunities will increase for
AV companies to provide solutions that can integrate into
existing AV technologies to enhance safety, and wellness.
Peter: The corporate market is, unsurprisingly, reviewing
their real estate strategies and working out their future
workplace requirements. With AV now a subset of the
IT industry (despite our best efforts to elevate the AV
disciplines in the wider market) but we must ensure our
voices are not drowned out. Home and remote working
would be impossible without a broadband connection, a
hosting platform and a laptop – all IT centric commodities.
Cameras and microphones are built in, so where is the value
that the traditional AV industry provides in this space? I’m
struggling to see it, and if it’s there, I am struggling even
more to see what additional value would be derived to a user
in paying for it. We really can’t add value to laptops with built
in cameras and mics. But there is an opportunity.
In time, the novelty of home working will wear off and people
will value the physical separation between home and work.
The mental health of people struggling to separate home and
work life when both are conducted in the same environment
are only conquered by a handful of people in reality. For
most of us, it’s not an easy option especially in high density
living and those that have families at home. This will lead
to a new generation of workplace environments; they will
be different. The office of the future will have more, smaller
meeting rooms, huddle, ad-hoc semi-formal and casual
spaces, all with built in BYOD meeting technology that is
ubiquitous. These concepts are on our desks right now.
The AV industry has a big role to play alongside interior
designers and others as they embrace the new workplace
- our job is to enhance these spaces with seamless,
integrated audio and video solutions that just work.
Mradul: Opportunities for the AV industry will depend upon
how well we can adapt and innovate -- innovation has to
come in the form of products/technologies from OEMs or for
that matter unique designs and system configurations that
AV designers and integrators can come up with. AV industry
is going to play an extremely crucial role in office design,
working alongside client and interior designers to enable
safer and productive workspace.
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View from the IME Region: A New Normal in the Making for AV Industry
By Ram Bhavanashi

It may be back to the drawing board post COVID-19 in terms of new business plan for the AV industry

With almost six months of trial and tribulations with the COVID-19, the world has come to reconcile with the fact that the
novel coronavirus is going to stay with humanity for an undeterminable future. It has now come to the reckoning that
people have to live with it, with or without pain, even after the supposed success in developing vaccines in near future.
With developing immunity against the virus being the only visible solution, “it’s like learning to ‘live with the enemy,’”
quipped an industry senior. “We don’t like it; but we cannot avoid it.”
SI Asia presents a perspective from the IME region. Read on:
‘When was the last time human living has had a vastly
redefining change?’ was a question posed to this writer by a
sociology expert even as the writer was preparing to ask him
the most common question today- how has COVID-19 been
impacting life in general, and at work.
Easing out on the pondering over the ‘big’ change, he said“the coming of Smart Phone/gadget.” The touch-sensitive
smart gadget – first invented by IBM, then revolutionized by
the likes of Steve Jobs (Apple) and Andy Rubin of Android
– changed the human living more than anything else in postInternet decades.
“It stuck to human hand & mind with such effect that it
unleashed a heavily touch-sensitive living,” he continued.
“It’s indeed a doubly touch ‘sensitive’ world today, but with
a difference- thanks to novel coronavirus. It’s a new world
order today.”
The implications meant some really defining assumptions:
* The contemporary world would have to be considered in
essentially two periods: Pre- and Post-COVID-19 periods
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* Human living shall never be same again; it’s a total
transmutation for life and business for at least foreseeable
future- even if the COVID-19 disappears from the planet
* A massive polarization of market players – particularly in
the small and medium enterprise category
* The world order is in for a ‘new normal’ the dynamics of
which are still emerging, and will continue to shape up for at
least two years
* The ‘new normal’ will mean a replacement of some
conventional models of life and business by the
unconventional- which in turn means emergence of new
domains of business
“They do not need a great explanation; they all are selfexplanatory,” felt a top AV User. “As many as 90 days of
business lost globally with as much as 90 per cent of world
nations coming to stand still due to lock-downs all over,” he
said. “The emerging scenario of life and business looking
like a Sci-Fi movie, it’s going to be a whole new order now.”
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That the world citizenry would look like toned-down aliens
(with masks, gloves, head garbs, and sanitary gear),
communicating with one another mostly in virtual space with
AI, AR and VR for much of their day, life may indeed look like
frames from Sci-Fi flick for a foreseeable future, if not more.
Most industry makers opine that while the AV professionals
don quaint anti-infection safety gear, and embrace remotely
connecting technology fare in their transition towards the
‘new normal’ environment, three essential factors would
determine the shape and scale of the industry future:
- Ability to survive the liquidity challenge
- Ability to maintain the employee connect
- Ability to create newer opportunities and competencies
Liquidity Challenge/Revenue Loss:
That is both simple and complex, they say. Simple,
because companies who have strong fundamentals and
not necessarily depend on demand-supply revenue flow
are expected to stay ‘immuned’ to the potentially infectious
market situation. Complex, because the factor of liquidity
is different in different markets, and also depends upon the
size and nature of investments companies have made into
the business.
That the AV industry – like the most other industries
worldwide – getting hit really hard is a forgone conclusion
now. How deep or big is the impact is still a matter of
changing calculations and combinations. AVIXA, the
industry’s global apex body had been presenting the
industry with weekly COVID-19 Impact Survey for various
domains since the beginning of the ‘lock-down season,’ and
the stats emerging have not been same.
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“

Social distancing norms, health and

hygiene consideration will be a major
consideration in our designs, going
forward. This will increase the technology
requirement in modern offices’

– Senior Director, KGD Architecture, CoA
“How much you think the business loss is?”
asked Chadi K Foury, Founder-Director
of Smart Entity, top most AV systems
designer-integration firm in Kuwait. “Our
sources tell us the overall loss is not less
than US$ 5 trillion by end March globally; it
would be still much more now,” he says, “at least 20 per cent
of that loss is from the Middle East and Africa (MEA) region.”
As for the ProAV business in particular, “it is estimated
that anywhere between US$ 1.5 to US$ 2 billion money got
struck,” he informs, “it doesn’t look to come back so easily or
so soon.”
Notes Maged Amin, Design Head(AV)
Techno Q, one of the top AVSI from Doha,
Qatar: “with practically all kinds of events
getting cancelled or rescheduled, the events
industry, perhaps is taking the brunt. One big
challenge is the disruption in client site 		
		access.”

According to the survey the apex body did during early
stages of the lock-down (end March-early April) the
percentage of AV Providers reporting negative impact
peaked at 88 per cent, and the same for AV End Users stood
at 83 per cent. Since then, it’s been dabbling between 70
per cent and 60 per cent over the past two months, with
a certain indication at a significant percentage of dent to
global businesses.

Says Prashant Govindan, formerly Senior
Director-Operations (India & Sri Lanka)
at Harman Professional, and one of the
top referrals to India’s ProAV industry:
“irrespective the region, it’s the MICE
(meetings, incentives, conferences and
exhibitions) that is suffering the most, and those with liquidity
problem or large overheads will have the toughest road.”

The early May AVIXA survey stated: the longer that
economies have remained closed, the more drawn-out
the effect on business. In this most recent survey, of AV
providers feeling a negative impact from COVID-19, 75 per
cent said they’d seen a decline in revenue — the highest
that figure has stood since the survey began — and 71 per
cent cited slowing sales.

UFI, the association for global exhibition industry, has
estimated that the global economic damage for exhibition
industry is 81.6 billion euros of total output loss for just
exhibitions only.a
.
Like Middle East, like elsewhere and like India. With the lockdown meaning everything coming to grinding halt, the MICE
took the first, or, perhaps, the largest bite.

The AVIXA Impact Survey for the week actually said some
companies were apparently surviving on a shoestring; 17 per
cent of AV providers characterized the hit to their revenues
in the 91 to 100 per cent.
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According to an Indian Exhibitions Industry Association
(IEIA) statement, over 90 events got cancelled or
rescheduled, resulting in a loss of over INR 3750 crore (US$
500 million approx.) till now(and counting).
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Just as a matter of a spec or two, the Indian exhibition
industry which IEIA pegs at INR 23,800 crore (over US$
3.1 billion approx.) with over 550 big and small events in
the organized sector, already stands at over 90 of them
cancelled.
According to Felix Remedios, Managing
Director of Reynolds Inc. it’s been total zero
for the events industry. (AV) Projects industry
may have been some 20 per cent better, he
observes, one need to re-assess the whole
situation once things begin to improve.
“Many companies have taken loans to buy equipment and
have invested heavily into both equipment and warehousing,
apart from their pool of technical staff which is very important
to their business,” explains Felix. “Sustaining the business
over the next six months will be critical,” he asserts. “Smaller
companies would have lower overheads, larger companies
would have larger overheads; so will be the struggle for
existence.”
The Reynold’s chief’s impression has some
endorsement, but with a difference in the
words of Swadesh Khetawat, Managing
Director of Green Sources in India, and
chief of Taxan Gulf in the Middle East.
“Small or big in size, companies with large
overheads will certainly have tough time. The less the
overheads, the less is the stress.”
“Fortunately for us, ours being a zero-debt company, we
have been able to take this impact,” Swadesh asserted.
“We believe we will sail over the crisis too, with our strong
fundamental and connect with our work force on one hand
and market network on the other.”
“In fact, I have to say that we held a video conference with
all our work force on day one of the lock-down, and assured
them of no drastic measures on their salaries,” he asserts
further. “We have also been in regular connect almost like
a normal official processes with our sales and marketing
teams, and other support staff, engaging them with online
training and orientation tasks that we would have otherwise
done physically.”
It’s always great to look at things ethically
rather than financially, feels Kelvin AshbyKing Principal Consultant, T2 Technology,
at the Bengaluru-headquartered
transnational AV consulting enterprise with a
sizeable work force.
“Till now, we have been able to ensure that our staff is on
full pay, but the lock down locked out our cash flow too,”
Kelvin said. “We need to see how long we can stay healthy;
most companies in the SME segment die due to cashflow issues and that might compel managements to go for
uncomfortable considerations.”
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That’s more or less the same situation with most systems
integration firms as well. Companies that have been known
for strong fundamentals and low, or nil overheads have also
been finding the impact a little too heavy due to the business
getting struck in lock-down.

“

The traditional offices are also

going at a pace towards ‘work-fromhome’ requirements and collaborative
tools. There will be increase in demand
for data speeds and tools for unified
communications. This will call for data
security and privacy challenges’
– Prashant Agarwal, General Manager at Aditya
Birla Group
Says Deepak Sreenivas, one of the two
Founder Directors Sigma AVIT: “It’s been
real tough time owing to the no project
execution and billing over the last three
months affecting the revenue flow.” That
the company has grown exponentially over the last few
years from few dozens of employees to over 300 today is a
critical factor in the lock-down fallout situation. It is therefore,
working out strategies of load-sharing and long-sustenance.
“We needed to decide whether we continue the prelockdown comfort pay mode now and take a larger beating
soon, with reduced work force, or implement a load-sharing
strategy and have full workforce together,” Deepak said.
“We are meeting all the essential requirements of Sigma’s
300-employee family; For us, ensuring long and sustained
staying together of 300 families is a larger interest than the
prided splurging now, and allow our resources to deplete to
difficulties later.”
According to the company, a ‘load-sharing’ strategy is being
worked out to ensure a little, or no-pain sailing over the
crisis.
It’s just the same story with the Delhi-based AV Science
Technologies- spending with extreme prudence, and saving
the resources for future requirements. This, despite their
ability to execute a few big projects moved through the
billing, but the lock-down preventions.
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“We have a workforce of over 100
professionals characterizing our dynamism
in the market; ensuring all the staff families
are taken care of with essentials is of higher
priority, than going for the pride of full pay
now, and exhaust the already stressed
reserves,” says Gopi Ram Malik , Managing Director of
AV Science. “We cannot go for staff-cutting measures now
just because the revenue flow got struck,” he maintains. “We
cannot get them back once the business pick up again.”
The hard measures of staff-cutting exercises will not only
hurt the morale of the employees, but also they may migrate
elsewhere, and may not want to comeback due to the broken
confidence, he observes. “We, therefore, have decided to be
prudent, and save the best for future times, just in case they
get tougher.”
It appears more or less similar situation for most other AVSIs
both in India and Middle East, with companies strategizing
load-sharing measures for sustained financial health.
OEMs – Mixed Fortunes
The big, major hindrance of ‘no access’ to client site being
an across-the-spectrum factor, AV equipment manufacturers
obviously cannot be different from the rest. While every
member of the segment has had their own share in the
revenue loss, the OEM segment – along with the distribution
segment – understandably took the brunt of the business
disruption, mainly owing to the liquidity/inventory factor. This,
apparently has been a major issue for them.
Also, that a good number of OEMs stock a majority of their
products not in their own warehouses but rather in those
of their partners/distributors, estimating who suffered
how much is not easy. “We cannot make a generalized
assumption on the extent of monitory loss for the simple
fact that the segment doesn’t have uniform size of players,”
said an industry observer. “It is directly proportional to the
size of inventory and workforce one has; the bigger the
inventory the bigger is the liquidity problem,” he opined.
“In percentage terms, it would be easily between 60 to 80
percent.”
Having said that, one visible factor appears to be on the
visual solutions side.
For Christi Digital Systems, the market
leader in India for most of its products,
it’s been a significant disruption. Says
Rishubh Nayer, Director-India operations,
“A lot of our markets we cater to is about
entertainment- be it Cinema, Theme Parks,
Staging and Events; so they have taken an imminent hit.”
Christie too had been on a re-consolidation in India, after
those critical structural changes the Canadian visual major
made late last year. So those plans may still be needing time
for completion.
June- July 2020
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Epson India – who had been enjoying a very
enviable position of market leadership, with
its projection business leading from front – is
among the majors with a perceptible dent
in business. “Overall (including all business
domains), there has been a disruption of
approx. INR 500 crore (approx. US$ 65.8 million) till now,”
informs Harish A K, Business Head (Visual Products),
Epson India. “While we are back to our office functionality for
a few weeks now, the market is not open yet, and that may
further extend the disruption.”
AOTO Electronics, one of the most aggressive LED solutions
players in India and outside, it’s more or less the same storythough the figures do not apply. The company had actually
drawn up a very ambitious expansion plans in India, and
had opened an expansive office and Experience Centre
in Bengaluru, just after the ISE 2020 in last February. They
were to recruit new technical and marketing staff. However,
thanks to Covid-induced lockdown and business disruption,
nothing moved forward in terms of business continuity and
revenue flow..
“We have been following up with our clients
to ensure that the connects too are not
disrupted- let alone our billing with them,”
said Anoop Chandran, AOTO’s India Sales
Manager. “Fortunately for us, AOTO being
a strong-fundamentals company, it’s been
able to sustain the impact. So far so good; we have been
getting our full salaries till now; but we never know how the
coming weeks and months will pan out.”
Companies, irrespective of their having a direct presence
or through Partner presence in the country, have all been in
the same league of business disruption and revenue losses.
However, no OEM has given an impression of staff reduction
and / or reduced salaries.
Riding on Past Experience
As if for a change, Delta Displays appears to have largely
managed to sail over the crisis. Despite being in the same
space and environment as with its league of market players,
the multi-discipline manufacturer has been able to execute
some important job tasks, ship their products and maintain
their revenue flow as well.
“This is largely due to some clever planning
and preparedness (for the ensuing situation)
that is essentially backed up by the
experience and foresight of our Taiwanese
headquarters,” informs Hemant Agarwal,
Business Head at Delta Displays India.
According to him, Taiwan’s previous experience with
pandemic situation – owing to the SARS outbreak 11 years
ago – and their successful warding of the COVID-19 scares
in early January itself had a huge amount of knowledge and
expertise how to handle the situation in India, and that paid
off well.
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“

There is ray of silver lining in this dark

period, India has huge potential to come
back. It is up to us to take these challenges
with optimistic approach. Technology
has the solutions to address all the post
COVID-19 requirements.’

– Bharat Kumar, Managing Director, Kramer India.

Aided by their HQ, they knew what they needed to do; they
were fortunate to have some big customers who were willing
to ease out shipments with special permissions from the
government, and then release their payments.
“We cannot say we were not impacted,” Hemant clarifies,
“but not on a scale that most others suffered or were scared
about.”
Creating Opportunities
Thanks to work-from-home model, it has now become the
norm, and the new normal format. Practically every company
– particularly the OEM and their partners/distributors –
quickly got into the action, and devised their strategies of
webinars, online trainings, focused product exposures, and
more. As the lockdown period intensified, it only resulted in
increased dosage of online tractions and interactions, with at
least one webinar, or some other model.
Green Sources in India, and Taxan Gulf in Dubai have been
engaging their workforces in both India and the Middle
East in different online interactions of product demos and
exposures with Partners, apart from internal meets.
The company has also been pushing its product promos
quite aggressively through digital marketing thereby
ensuring that their connect with the customers.
“Even as businesses took a beating, they are benefited
in a blessing in disguise, by freebee offerings of online
training courses and ‘teaming’ licenses,” informs Chadi K
Foury. “Google Suites, Hangouts have long back made their
licenses free till July,” he details. “Companies like Crestron
are anyway doing it; now Microsoft, CISCO are coming line
too.”
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opportunities for takers. Consultants, and SIs from across
the world can capitalize on that to upgrade their skillsets and
expand their talent pools.
AVIXA had announced in April that it is giving free access to
its online training material in various streams. That’s a very
key move by the industry’s apex body, since it stands to
benefit hundreds of aspiring professionals from across the
world.
“The new business demand is shifting towards a remotelyconnected format,” opines Maged Amin of Techno Q,
Doha. “We are beginning to see increased demand for
remote-learning, collaboration systems, data sharing and
remote connectivity, cloud-based solutions, all technologies
supporting remote working/learning requirements.”
So, solution developers involved in remotely operable
technologies have a big business area cut out for them.
Christie Digital is finding new opportunity in Control
Room solutions. Says Rishubh Nayar: “While we wait for
businesses to be back and running, we have ensured that
we are ahead of the curve, with all the products made
available for our partners. A lot of avenues which have
gained importance now- like Control Rooms are some
markets for which we would be offering our end-to-end
integrated solutions.”
That social distancing and mask-wearing is almost certain
to continue for at least next few months, and given India’s
population numbers and COVID-19 related treatment, Delta
Displays is looking at the opportunity of ventilators and mask
making machines.
“Delta makes components that go into developing those
ventilators and mask-making machines,” revealed Hemant.
“We are keenly exploring that opportunity,” he said, “when
it happens, it would be a win-win situation for the company
and the country.”
Focus on Taking Advantage of Change
“Not all is lost,” sums up Abdul Waheed,
Managing Director of EYTE Technologies
from Mumbai. “Yes, it is a crisis,” he says,
“but then, in Chinese language, the word
‘crisis’ is composed of two
characters, one representing ‘danger’ and the other,
‘opportunity,’” he sees a guiding light in ambiguity.
“Already we heard and read a lot about the first part,” Abdul
asserts. “We now need to focus on the second part of it- the
‘opportunity.’ Everything happens for a reason. ‘Change’ is
the word around this. “change is the only constant in life.”

That may be a clever strategy on part of those companies,
says the Smart Entity chief, but it does offer newer
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Digital Signage and IPTV Systems will Play Bigger Roles

Reshaping and Evolving Communication During the COVID-19
Pandemic and Beyond

Digital Signage at a Healthcare Institute

The COVID-19 crisis continues to impact the way the working
world operates, even as lockdown conditions begin to ease
in some regions. Despite the multitude of communication
advances in the digital age, many businesses, government
departments and other organisations view handshakes
and face-to-face interaction in offices as central to their
normal work culture – firm in the belief it fosters closeness,
collaboration, communication and creativity. Nonetheless,
it has become clear that social distancing, remote working
and a rethinking of existing office space will all combine to
redefine ‘normal’ for a long time to come.
The most evident global impact of COVID-19 has been a
paradigm shift in working patterns, as massive numbers of
employees were, practically overnight, forced into working
remotely. While this was initially thought to be a temporary
measure, those who can work remotely will likely do so for
some time as the risk of a new wave of infections remains.
For instance, Singapore lockdown restrictions were recently
eased but people were still encouraged to continue to work
from home where possible, with only those who cannot work
remotely advised that they should return to work. In contrast,
in some parts of China, manufacturing and production have
been returning, with factories open and starting to get back
to previous levels of operation.
An emerging common thread however, is that as lockdown
restrictions begin to lift in stages across the globe,
businesses are now re-considering their future working
environments. For some this may mean remote working rotas
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introduced to ensure office spaces are not densely occupied
and adhere to social distancing requirements. Others are
questioning their need to maintain such large office spaces
and may make a wholesale shift to enabling their staff to
work from home for the foreseeable future.
World leaders have implemented remote working and social
distancing measures to ensure safety and stop the spread of
coronavirus. These measures play a significant role in how
organisations operate during the pandemic and beyond, so
employees must be equipped with the right tools to ensure
they can stay up-to-date with the latest company news,
announcements, training and government policies. For
businesses trying to keep scattered workforces engaged,
hospitals ensuring healthcare staff are kept safe and wellinformed, and places of education still teaching from a
safe distance, IP video-based technologies – including
the secure delivery of content to any device and facilitywide digital signage – play a key role in ensuring that vital
communications reach people.
For many key workers, particularly those working in
healthcare and on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic,
remote working is simply not an option, so keeping key
workers informed as they function in traditional workspaces
is crucial. For those required to operate from office
buildings, including many in government, public service,
transport, logistics, utilities, telecoms and financial services,
it is critical that traditional workspaces be equipped with
the right communication tools to provide real-time updates
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Smart Control tablets of Signage or IPTV systems ensure messages are sent out on a timely manner

on social distancing plans, hygiene policies and other
protective measures to help keep everyone safe.

across multiple rooms or even disparate offices to ensure
nobody misses out on vital information first hand.

Now, more than ever, people will be anxious for updates and
knowledge on things that once might have seemed trivial
– such as how deliveries are handled, visitor management,
onsite security, which entrances and exits to use, cleaning
schedules and even where they can wash their hands and
get hand sanitiser – and employers need to find ways to
easily and safely keep everyone up to speed. For in-office
spaces functioning through the crisis, and those ramping
up after lockdown conditions are relaxed, digital signage
throughout premises is and will continue to be invaluable
for informing staff of what is expected of them, the latest
on what the government is advising everyone to do,
what actions the organisation is taking, and other critical
information.

Such technologies have of course been employed by
many businesses in this sector, even before the crisis. For
instance, the Bank of China, implemented an IP video
solution to facilitate the live streaming of business channels
in HD, allowing employees to stream financial feeds to their
desks so they can evaluate transaction risks and keep track
of the latest trends and regulations in real-time. This level of
individualised information-sharing is now more widespread
and critical than ever.

Additional benefits of digital signage include the ability to
easily add more screens anywhere on the network, present a
consistent brand and message across multiple facilities, and
to schedule or update signage screens remotely in real-time.
If staff are spread across a number of facilities or working
from home, the secure transmission of confidential content,
as well as fast delivery to mobile devices, is also critical,
both of which are also achievable with IP video-based
technology.
Finding ways to ensure business-critical information reaches
teams is also important. For example, banking and finance
has been significantly impacted by COVID-19 due to interest
rates being slashed, fluctuating markets, new government
policies on mortgage holidays, business rates relief and tax
breaks. Businesses in this sector need to be able to quickly
deliver live streaming news, corporate announcements, staff
briefings, financial reports and other communications directly
to desktop, mobile devices and office signage screens to
support decision-making. Where numbers will inevitably be
restricted in meeting rooms, IP video also enables live and
on-demand streaming of meetings, presentations or lectures
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Likewise, IP-based technologies are invaluable to the
all-important healthcare sector. It is more vital than ever
for healthcare workers to have access to training and
information about the latest developments – everything
from government guidelines and updates on prevention
techniques, potential vaccinations and treatments, to
information on protective equipment and other ways they can
protect themselves from COVID-19. IP video technologies
can play a significant role in keeping people connected and
updated on the situation as it changes.
French pharmaceutical giant Sanofi, which is involved
in the development of vaccines and innovative drugs,
offers a good example of how IP video technologies are
used in the healthcare sector across a number of remote
facilities. Sanofi deployed an IPTV system to provide staff
across its Paris offices with quick and easy access to
internal communications, as well as news from French and
international medical, business and news channels to keep
everyone abreast of the latest healthcare situations and
developments. Deploying an IP video system means that
it can easily distribute information securely and in realtime from sources around the world, directly improving
the company’s response rate and its recommendations for
pharmacies and hospitals.
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IP-based technologies offer flexibility

Other organisations facing pressure in many regions to
open as soon as safely manageable include schools and
universities. With the need to respect social distancing,
manage reduced class sizes and provide support for health
and well-being all top priorities, effectively communicating
with students and staff quickly and clearly across campuses
will be essential as educational institutions start to open.
To help, eye-catching graphics and text, complemented by
videos or live TV, can be displayed on screens in reception
areas, common areas, cafeterias, lecture halls, libraries,
labs, hallways and everywhere in-between. The University
of Bath offers a great example of how an integrated IP video
and digital signage system improves communication, with
live TV and video channels delivered directly to student
rooms, as well as digital signage in communal areas across
the entire campus.
Wherever people have no choice but to go out to work,
digital signage and IP video are key tools in keeping them
well informed as they deal with fallout from the COVID-19
crisis. For those plugging into their team remotely, using
IP-based communications that they can easily and securely
access, regardless of their location, will help keep company
morale high and ensure they can do their job to the highest
standard.
Employing these technologies now and continually adapting
communications is central to maintaining ‘business as usual’
during the coronavirus pandemic – and this will continue to
be the case as it subsides. Both private and public sector
workers have had to very quickly change working habits –
but what the long-term impact will be is still uncertain. One
thing that is clear is that, for both those working remotely
and those who need to go onsite, IP technology plays a
vital role in ensuring people feel confident, comfortable and
effectively communicated to, as we all work together to come
out of the coronavirus crisis.
June- July 2020

Further Reading

* Bank of China Case
Study

* Sanofi Case Study:

* University of Bath Case
Study:

SI Asia thanks Exterity for contributing this article.
www.exterity.com
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Returning to the Office After COVID-19: Flexibility, Technology
Adoption and Employee Satisfaction Take Priority

Technology is changing every element of our working lives, including the spaces in which we work, and the latest research
by Condeco Software reveals what businesses need to know in the modern 2020 workplace.
The world of work is changing at a rapid pace. Our relationship with the traditional workplace has become just one of many
environments that work can take place, especially in a year that has already seen some very strange and unprecedented
circumstances thrown at us as the spread of COVID-19 transformed the world.
Before lockdown, most employees worked in offices, with the occasional working from home options. Workplaces were
mainly designed for either assigned desks or for mobile workers who used hot-desking, which was mainly operated as freeaddressing – turn up and sit down. With 1.2 employees per desk as the accepted ratio for non-assigned workspaces and
around 10 square meter pre-workspace for higher density benches and team tables.
So What Does the ‘New Normal’ Office Need to Look
Like?
Flexible working is often no longer optional, and providing
employees with more flexibility in their working arrangements
is often necessary as we return to the office.
In fact, according to our latest research released in The
Modern Workplace 2020: People. Places and Technology
Report, enabling an agile working environment and
supporting the mobile workforce are top priorities for
business.
In many cases, as we are seeing employees remain working
from home due to safe commuting challenges and reduced
desk availability in the office, providing fixed desks and
rigid spaces is no longer a viable option. Instead, many
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organizations will have to start providing a more flexible
work environment, providing a choice of spaces for different
activities, and fewer fixed desks, with the aim of raising
productivity and satisfaction while reducing space wasted
on empty desks.
Fully adopted flexible working practices with employees
choosing where to work will become the global standard,
coming into the office when they need to collaborate and
meet clients. Employees will continue to reserve desk
spaces when visiting the office meaning a significant
reduction in real estate, with 15m2 per workspace provision
as the norm and reduced use of open benching and team
tables, reducing employee demand for office space.

June- July 2020
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The Flexible Approach
The flexible office should now support social distancing
in line with local government guidelines, workspace
sanitization, capacity and density change and full desk
management.
And while, employees expect more from their employer
than just a salary, there is a greater emphasis on employers
providing a satisfying experience, particularly if they want
to attract the right talent. According to our research, half of
companies (52 percent) in fact say that employee retention
is one of the top benefits of remote working.
Companies have responded not only by enabling remote
working but also by being flexible on working hours too.
Three-quarters of companies (76 percent) offer flexi-time,
which requires employees to work certain core hours, but
then also gives them the flexibility to decide how to manage
the rest.
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In fact, 93 percent of people agree that technology
integration is important to productivity.
Despite a rapidly changing economic landscape,
the workplace will remain central to productivity and
collaboration. It plays a vital role in employee satisfaction
and commitment, and is crucial to the efficient functioning
of the business. Now, more than ever, businesses should be
focused on making their workplaces the best they can be.
React accordingly to the challenges ahead, keep an
open mind to new workplace technology solutions and
opportunities in returning to the office after COVID-19, and
most importantly remain safe.
For more on the latest 2020 workplace trends, download a
copy of the Modern Workplace Report 2020 by scanning the
QR code below:

55 percent of respondents in Singapore agree that there will
be an increase in the rate of remote working.
One of the biggest challenges for companies in these
timeframes will be managing the amount of office space they
provide, as an increasingly flexible workforce is still likely to
require a hub to which they can return for certain tasks, such
as meeting clients or face-to-face check-ins with colleagues.
With careful management of workspaces, meeting rooms,
buildings, scheduling and sanitization, you can successfully
manage a coordinated and flexible organization of people,
equipment and spaces; all while maintaining employee
wellbeing and productivity levels through a technology-led
approach.

SI Asia, thanks Condeco for contributing the article.

Workplaces need to offer a great employee experience. That
means enabling work to flow, both between a range of formal
and informal environments inside the office that support
the nature of the task at hand. Work must flow outside too,
as employees work remotely or on the move, which means
that technology must enable this to happen efficiently and
effectively.
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SNIPPETS
V2 Indonesia Brings Newline
Interactive Solutions to Homes

In the midst of COVID-19 related restrictions imposed
in Indonesia, V2 Indonesia has found opportunities in
the residential segment by installing Newline Interactive
solutions. Rudi Hidayat, CEO of V2 Indonesia comments,
“We had installed Newline solutions at the President Palace,
Ministry of Finance, Air Navigation Airport and the top five
banks in Indonesia prior to the COVID-19 outbreak. These
are high profile installations that caught the attention of
many CEOs and Directors. So there was an implicit trust
in the brand. Many of those in top management decided
that it would help them at their residences for their video
conferencing and collaboration purposes and started to
connect with us.”

Xtreme Media Launches XM Aegis –
Thermal Detection and Attendance
Management System
This is a face recognition
and a contactless
thermal imaging tab. It
recognizes and records
the faces of people and
further detects their
body temperature. It is
very useful in today’s
world to assure that
an individual entering
any space is healthy
and is not infected by
the pandemic disease.
Hence, before entering
any space this product will notify the temperature of the
individual. It can measure the temperature of an individual
up to 1m.
This non-touch attendance management system is BIS
certified and comes with an NFC card reader. It will
recognize the face of the person even if he/she is wearing a
mask. It is integrated with access control and has a robust
design. It is sleek and compact and hence space will not be
a major constraint. Effective recognition of any individual can
be measured up to 4m.
Some of the key features of this product include:

V2 Indonesia installed a large number of X9 86” as well
as the NT85 (85”) and NT 98 (98”). The X9 is an interactive
touch screen that enables collaboration and annotation.
It comes with two cameras, four microphones and two
speakers and an in-built PC with an Windows operating
system. The NT series on the other hand is a non-touch
display but has a camera and office viewer.

* Built-in audio

“The Newline solution offers a large communication space
and allows for any software to be integrated into the system
for easy conferencing and collaboration purposes. It is userfriendly and most importantly the price of the product is
acceptable for the residential segment,” adds Rudi.

* Powered with Android

Rudi highlights that the installation has been straight forward
with either the request to wall mount or stand-mount. “The
users generally connect their laptops to the system and
some also connect their Apple TV when they want to watch
Netflix to wind-down.”
The response has been positive and word has got around
as to the ease of use and impressive features offered by the
Newline solutions, which has kept V2 Indonesia busy.
www.V2indonesia.com
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* Easy front access
* Connectivity to Wifi, LAN, 4G
* 24/7 operations

* Maintains all records
In addition Xtreme Media has announced an XM Aegis
Digital kiosk, with integrated automatic IR hand sanitizer
dispenser. The kiosk enables individuals to stay informed
and maintain hygiene. The XM Aegis kiosk is powered with
Xtreme Media Signage software and an in-built no-touch
automatic dispenser. The kiosk can be centrally controlled
and alerts personnel to refill the sanitizer when it runs low.
In addition features such as live news updates, crowd and
token management as well as targeted advertising through
crowd analytics is offered.
www.xtreme-media.com
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Aurora Introduces Temperature Monitor to Check COVID-19
organizations check the viral temperature of every staff,
guest, visitor, patient at any managed entrance onto the
premises.
Once installed, the Tauri instantly senses any person running
high temperature from 3.3 feet away and beeps an alert on
the monitor. It thus provides for the first layer of screening
protection using a hygienic non-touch infrared technology.

Responding to the demands of ‘testing’ times of COVID-19
across the globe, AV switchgear and control systems
major Aurora Multimedia has introduced an all-new Tauri
Temperature-Check Tablet — an all-in-one infrared
temperature sensing tablet!
That monitoring the body temperature is one of the
primary requisites to check the spread of the deadly virus,
Aurora came up with the Tauri monitor system that helps

Coming in three variants of TTS-10 (10.1 inch); TTS-15
(15.6 inch); and TTS-21(21.5 inch) sizes, the non-touch
panel monitors are space agnostic- can be installed for any
segment and space such as corporate and commercial
establishments, retail destinations, government offices,
educational institutions, entertainment centres, healthcare
centres, and public spaces like transport stations.
According to the company representative, the beauty of the
TTS is that they produce results in less than a second, with
+/- 0.5 degree Celsius accuracy.
www.auroramultimedia.com

AITS Introduces Smart Door with Temperature Sensing
Gantry and Car Park Solutions
as well as Smart Bins. Not
surprisingly seeing a need to
incorporate measures for post
COVID-19 environments, the
company enhanced its Facial
Recognition Smart Door by
incorporating Temperature
Sensing. AITS offers both single or
multiple facial recognition systems.

AITS Introduces Smart Door with Temperature Sensing
Three year old Singapore based Artificial Intelligence
Technology Solutions (AITS) has been harnessing AI for its
solutions to enhance work productivity, efficiency, security
and data collection.
The company has developed various solutions such as
Facial Recognition Smart Door, Facial Recognition Smart
Locker, Facial Recognition Smart Lift, AI-based Carpark
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The facial recognition system
offers a fast automated system
that even recognises those
with face mask. Temperature
sensing distance is up to 1 meter
for the single face recognition
and 2 meters for the multi-face
recognition system. It enables attendance taking for both
registered and un-registered users. The system can be
integrated with Singapore’s Safe Entry App. Behind the
scene the AI Cloud based portal provides the user with more
details including occupancy count in any given area and
help enforce social distancing.
For more details, contact: johnson@aitssg.com
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Demand for Logitech Solutions Increases

Logitech Rally for Medium- sized room

The impressive take up rate of video meeting applications
like Zoom during COVID-19 is now legendary. Many
generally depend on their laptop camera and speakers
to conduct their meeting or at a minimal use a basic
headset. Logitech has a strong presence in the computer
accessories segment including solutions that enable a better
video conferencing experience. SI Asia reached out to the
Logitech office in Singapore to get their view of the impact of
COVID-19 in conferencing technology.

VC, especially when non-verbal cues such as your body
language helps to provide good communication. Without the
physical presence, quality audio with noise cancellation is
now more important for a meeting to proceed.

What might change or be enhanced in terms of
conferencing technology because of COVID-19 in an
office/government setting?

- Logitech headsets come with enterprise grade audio, noise
canceling boom microphone to provide the clarity needed
for any communication.

Conference Technology already exists and it's just getting
more ubiquitous with Covid-19. Video Conferencing (VC)
subscription over cloud (e.g. MS Teams, Zoom, Google
Hangout) coupled with easy-to-use and affordable hardware
(e.g. Logitech) is likely to lead the change in the company's
behaviour from now, and into the future. Some of the key
considerations for companies to deploy VC solutions
massively would include good quality, affordability, ease of
use and easy to deploy. Logitech solutions such as Rally
and Meetup offer companies the ability to fit a range of
meeting rooms, from small huddle rooms to large conference
rooms

- Logitech all-in-one USB Conference devices such as
Connect and BCC 950 are good for personal desktop
solutions, without the need of a separate webcam and
speakerphone. It is ideal for individuals who prefer not to
wear headsets for long durations.

Many users at home generally use their laptop camera
and audio - will they understand the need for a much
better experience - where does Logitech solutions fit in
here?

www.logitech.com

- Logitech Webcams incorporate RightLight technology to
compensate for low light and bright light conditions, making
everyone look their best on camera. This makes us the
leader in webcams.

Has Logitech seen a rise in orders for its webcam
solutions during this period?
With a dramatic shift in remote work, distance learning
and telemedicine over the past few weeks, many Logitech
products are indeed in high demand across the globe.

Built-in cameras and audio in the laptop are generally basic/
low quality. Having a good video resolution is important in
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AUSTRALIA

Installed Audio System Features Latest Generation of Constant Curvature Line Array Bose
ArenaMatch Speakers

Sydney Showground Stadium Upgrade and T20 Women’s World Cup
Celebration

The P.A. People are Australia’s professional audio vendor
with a significant capability to execute both an audio system
design for a venue of this scale and deliver a complementary
rental solution for a large-scale event.
Friday 21st February 2020 saw the Opening Celebration
of the 7th T20 Women’s World Cup at Sydney Showground
Stadium.
On the day, the title holders Australia opened the tournament
against India, one of the up and coming sides in the
competition. The Celebration on the opening day was the
culmination of an almost two-year process to upgrade the
aging sound system in the venue. The P.A. People were
involved from start to finish in the project, being not only
the successful contractor engaged to design and install the
new system, but also delivering a performance audio and
communications package for the Celebration itself.

The Install
In May 2018, in response to their selection as a major venue
for the forthcoming T20 Women’s World Cup, the Royal
Agricultural Society of NSW (RAS) embarked on a process to
upgrade the sound system at Sydney Showground Stadium.
June- July 2020

The Stadium had undergone a major refurbishment some
five years earlier which included the construction of two
new grandstands, and whilst the existing buildings were
refurbished internally at that time, replacement of the
existing original grandstand sound system was outside the
approved scope of works. Given the profile of the World
Cup, and that fact that the venue was now host to both the
GWS Giants AFL team and the Sydney Thunder BBL team,
the RAS Capital Works and Assets teams went to market to
seek ideas and options for the upgrade.
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The P.A. People responded with a comprehensive options
paper outlining a scope of works, appropriate performance
criteria, design constraints, and differing types of solution
that could be deployed and their associated budgets. Some
nine months later The P.A. People were engaged to deliver a
new system for the venue.

The new system is rounded out with a new Yamaha QL5
console and two RIO1608 Dante I/O boxes and was first
trialled during the Sydney Thunder BBL games in January.
System operator Trevor Beck was suitably impressed; “the
system has far better clarity and coverage than the old rig. It
makes operating gigs like the Big Bash quite pleasant!”

The initial task involved developing an acoustic model of the
venue and the preliminary design of an appropriate sound
system that not only would meet the performance criteria
previously agreed but would also meet the structural loading
requirements of the existing grandstand roof. The P.A.
People engaged the RAS’ nominated consulting engineers to
provide certification that the proposed design was suitable
from a loading perspective.

The Celebration
“…it is essential that the Comms system allows the creative
to develop over what is usually a very short rehearsal
period.” - Andy Carson, head Comms technician - The P.A.
People.

Our design was based on the latest generation of constant
curvature line array from Bose. The new ArenaMatch product
fitted the bill perfectly. Released in February 2019, it is

high performance, IP rated for outdoor use, and relatively
lightweight. It can be powered in low impedance or 100v
line mode with an option for bi-amped configuration. Each
cabinet houses a custom 14” woofer and six mid high
devices giving the system significant mid-range punch and
penetration. At Sydney Showground Stadium, we opted
to power each cabinet individually in order to maintain
maximum flexibility through the commissioning process. The
system comprised some eleven clusters, each comprised
three 100 degree x 40 degree cabinets, plus an additional
two fill cabinets to cover the area between the new and
the old grandstands. The system is powered using Bose
PM8500N 8 channel amplifiers connected to an existing
Biamp Vocia DSP system.
Each cluster is suspended from a custom fabricated bracket,
designed so the system can be lowered for maintenance
without a requirement for a boom lift or other access
equipment. The bracket design and fabrication was carried
out inhouse at The P.A. People. “Design of systems with a
view to their ongoing maintenance is a feature of our large
venue projects” commented Ross Ford, Project Manager
for the RAS upgrade. “Each cluster hangs vertically from
a beam which is inclined in two directions; every mounting
bracket for the clusters is unique. The bracket design and
fabrication is quite a detailed engineering project in itself”
said Ross.
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Whilst the installation was in its later stages, Event Producer
Michael Cassel Group was appointed to produce the
Opening Celebration for the T20 Women’s World Cup.
Veteran Technical Director Nick Newey was assigned the
task of putting together the team of suppliers. He quickly
learned that The P.A. People, whom he had worked with
on many successful events previously, was installing the
upgraded system in the venue. A meeting ensued, ideas
were tossed around and subsequently The P.A. People were
appointed as audio and communications supplier for the
event.

The opening celebration encouraged the audience to get
into the spirit of the show and celebrate the T20’s theme
song ‘Get up and Dance’. With this in mind, the Michael
Cassel Group were looking for an audio system that would
provide solid low frequency performance as well as effective
and even coverage to the stands. The P.A. People proposed
a system that combined the low frequency performance and
sense of direction of an on-field system based on our Bose
Carts, with the elevated clusters in the new installed system.
Each of the ten-cart distributed in front of the grandstands
features a three element Bose ShowMatch array with two 18”
subwoofers, all powered from an onboard Linea Research
44M20 amplifier. Infill between the carts was provided by
Bose LT9702 cabinets in layback frames.
The entire system was time aligned with the two upper
cabinets in the installed arrays to provide even coverage
and a focus on the field of play.
The FOH system was controlled on a Yamaha PM10 and
Genelec monitors, with a pair of Mac Mini based QLAB
machines for playback. Each Mac Mini is mounted in a
June- July 2020
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Sonnet chassis fitted with a 128 channel Dante interface.
Sam Dodds, Systems Engineer for the job commented “We
use Dante as our primary mode of audio transport in all our
larger system designs. The Linea Research amps and the
Yamaha consoles all feature native Dante connectivity. Apart
from the use of Yamaha’s RPIO stage boxes and its TwinLAN
protocol, pretty much all of the system uses Dante. We
really like the feature set of the Yamaha consoles, and have
been asked to provide them on a number of recent projects.”
Monitor land which was located behind the stage featured a
Yamaha PM7 console, the main Yamaha RPIO I/O frame, and
a substantial RF complement for both inputs and outputs
along with conventional monitors. The console took eight
Shure UHF-R Beta 58 radio mics as well as the tracks from
Front of House, and then generated mixes for two channels
of Shure PSM1000, six channels of PAP Level 2 IEM systems
and a feed for the mass cast dancers who used proprietary
FM packs operating just outside the commercial FM
band. The stage area was also covered with eight recently
refurbished Creative Audio CA3831 foldback wedges. “these
wedges are well older than me, but the guys love the sound,
so they have been brought back into service – they just
sound great” mused Hamish Langdon, Monitor Engineer.
The contract for the celebration also included a substantial
Comms system covering all areas of the arena and the
rehearsal space. Technical Operators for the production
were located on one side of the arena whilst the Show Caller
and other portion staff were located almost 300m away in
another set of control rooms, which was again some 400m
from Monitor land. The comms system comprised a ClearCom HX Matrix intercom system with twelve key stations
spread across all three locations, ten Clear-Com HelixNet
partyline belt packs, some twenty FreeSpeak II full duplex
packs in use across the arena itself, 8ch of interfaced two
way radios with 50 handsets, and a time code display
system. The HX Matrix was fitted with a Dante network
audio card, which facilitated a simple sharing of sources
between the FOH audio system, monitors and the Comms
system, while the entire audio and comms infrastructure
was built on a common 10GB ethernet back bone, which
also provided a connection point for the FreeSpeak II IP
Transceivers at any network switch.
“The Comms system was big enough to be non-trivial, but
small enough to be handled by two people. Effective comms
are the key to these types of events - they are fluid and it
is essential that the Comms system allows the creative to
develop over what is usually a very short rehearsal period.”
commented Andy Carson, head Comms technician on this
task for The P.A. People.
The Cricket
On the way through the process of the install and celebration
delivery, The P.A. People also worked with the sports
presentation producers on other aspects of the T20 event.
In order to comply with requirements for a T20 World Cup,
they needed to provide a secondary LED Scoreboard for
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the Venue. The P.A. People worked with specialist supplier
TDC to install a temporary 7m x 4m screen on the concourse
to support the three match days at the venue. “We were
also asked to supply a system with another 300 FM mass
cast receivers for the Final at the MCG. We were happy to
oblige,” notes Sam.
The Wrap
The P.A. People are Australia’s only professional audio
vendor with a significant capability to execute both an
audio system design for a venue of this scale and deliver
a complementary rental solution for a large-scale event.
Whilst this multi-disciplined approach was not a requirement
of the initial project, our understanding of the different
requirements of each delivery phase served to inform the
project as it progressed - our understanding of production
requirements feeds into the installed system design, while
understanding the venue certainly assists with the event
system design.
This project has drawn together a unique group of
stakeholders - The RAS Capital Works team, the RAS
Assets and Maintenance folks, the RAS Events team and
Michael Cassel Group. Each has their unique requirements
for the project, and in the words of RAS Head of Project
Development, Jonathan Seward “The P.A. People listened
to our requirements and have come up with a solution that
has already - and we trust will continue - to meet our needs
for the next fifteen years. Overall, we are very happy with the
outcome”.
pro.bose.com
au.yamaha.com
papeople.com.au
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QATAR
‘AVIXA Best Flexible Space Experience’ 2020 Award Finalist

An Eclectic Ensemble of Collaborative Technologies and Spatial Experiences

Sporting Events, Education Collaborative Space Flexibility

By Ram Bhavanashi

Even as this writer was finetuning this install case study report, he received a very energising information that AVIXA
has announced this project as one of the Finalists for its Award under the Best Flexible Space Experience category.
Instituted only this year by AVIXA, the global AV Experience Award programme recognizes the innovative integration of
content, space, and technology to create or enhance an experience.
“I am very pleased that, Qatar University Sports and Event Complex project has made it to be among the Finalists to the
Best Flexible Space Experience, in AVIXA AV Experience Awards 2020,” said an excited Maged Amin, Design Head-AV at
Techno Q. “We always felt the uniqueness of the project deserved a global accolade. Getting to the Finals of Avixa Award
itself is an achievement,” he said. “God willing, the project will win the contest.”
SIA all the best to the project for the prestigious laurel. The Awards are scheduled to be announced on June 16
through the InfoComm 2020 Connected platform.

Qatar University Sports and Events Complex (QUSEC) –
discussed in the last issue for its incredible technology
deployment – is not just a structural marvel exploring the
space flexibility possibilities for multiple situations but
also a new paradigm exploit of audio-visual technology
integration. For, the immensity of the design expertise,
and the experiences it seeks to weave around stands
it a class apart. Executed by Doha-based AV Systems
integrator Techno Q, it’s perhaps, among the most
distinct of its kind in the world.
Having presented the all-important Main/Multipurpose
Hall, and associated AV ingenuity in the April-May 2020
issue, SI Asia presents in this issue the second and last
part the remaining areas of the QUSEC that contribute to
its eclectic status. Read on:
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The Qatar University Sports and Events Complex (QUSEC) is
not just a body of structural enormity with a whole big bundle
of construction certifications; it is a truly eclectic ensemble of
operable spaces rendered with an experiential flexibility by
means of unique play of collaborative technologies.
A quick recall: while the main attraction of the Complex is
apparently taken by the Multipurpose Hall, the Complex’s
uniqueness is also characterized by many other spaces
such as:
* The Arena/ Training hall
* The Gym
* Exercise studios
* Indoor tennis court
* Squash court
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* Classrooms
* Meeting rooms
* Exhibition area
* Lounges (common & VIP)
Having discussed the all-important Multipurpose Hall in
the last issue, SI Asia now presents what makes the other
spaces so much special.
As mentioned in the last issue of SI Asia, the audio-visual
technologies deployed across the Complex and thereby flow
through these spaces comprise:
* AV (including Audio, PAVA, BGM)
* Broadcast system
* Scoreboards
* IPTV and Digital Signage system
* Stage Lighting
* Production Communication
* Translation/Interpretation system
* Scenic panels lighting system
The Training Hall: Sporting a New Genre

INSTALLATION
facilities with scalable and collaborative
capacities, it was also important to
ensure that these spaces performed
independently.”
On its own, the Training Hall
measures 36 by 67 meters, and can
be subdivided into four separate sub
halls by means of ceiling-mounted
Mohanad Is-Hak
retractable dividing curtains. In essence,
it can provide for three separate, full size training fields of
basketball, volleyball, or for one handball, or futsal fields.
According to the Techno Q AV Design Head, the Training
Hall is not just meant for imparting training in the four
sports disciplines chosen, but also aimed at conducting
major sporting events towards further promoting them
in the country. With a view to facilitating conductance of
both training as well as competitions in a very experiential
fashion, the AV and ICT deployment was designed in a very
unique manner.
The sound system here comprises 60 different models
of high-power full range loudspeakers, ceiling and wall
mounted speakers in addition to a pair of suspended FOH
array speakers with eight elements and two subwoofers
meant to be used during long mode events. Further to this,
the system is also fed with another pair of five-element array
speakers next to the large LED display to be used during the
wide-mode events. All the speakers from NEXO, configured
to support all modes of uses in the hall- sporting types,
ceremonies and exhibitions.

The space that occupies an almost equal ‘space’ along with
the Multipurpose Hall – in terms of scaling flexibility – is the
Training Hall. Also referred to as the Arena, the Training
Hall typically can seat up to 2,200 audiences for multi-mode
sports training, sporting events, and ceremonies, and up to
900 guests in banquet mode.
In combination with the Multipurpose Hall, the Training Hall
contributes to a larger experience of space flexibility, since
it is designed to blend seamlessly with the Multipurpose Hall
to create a huge combo hall for exhibitions or conventions
of large scale. Even as it plays a larger game of technology
with the Multipurpose Hall, it can also be completely sealed
off from the Multipurpose Hall, with its own external access
during the occasions of dedicated events happening in the
adjacent Multipurpose Hall.
“The objective here is to provide the users with the flexibility
to utilise each space without any obtrusion,” explains Maged
Amin, Head of Design-AV at Techno Q. “While the essence
of design philosophy was to create multi-functional
June- July 2020

The multi-use functionality of the Training Hall – pretty much
in line with the structural nature of the QUSEC building
– meant that a conventional audio set-up wouldn’t fit the
requirement. The AV design therefore contemplated, tested
and implemented the Acoustic Field Control (AFC) system
by Yamaha that actually ran through the entire stretch of the
building.
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“We decided on the Yamaha AFC
since we found it extending the
natural reverberation time at all
audience seats,” informs Techno
Q’s Project Manager Mohanad IsHak. “The purpose of the audio and
video deployment was to create an
environment of excitement for the
sports persons in the Arena, as well as
Mohanad Is-Hak
the spectators watching it,” he explains.
“It was indeed challenging, but the project team worked it to
perfection to create that energetic environment.”
While the requirement being highly complex, one of the
primary tasks before the project team, was to minimize the
complexity of routing yet achieve the objective of flexibility.
It was thus chosen to integrate all sound system modules
and I/O devices as a networked audio system powered
by building-wide Dante. An audio mixer placed in the
Main Control Room connects with all I/O devises across
the building giving full flexibility to the user to locate and
operate the mixer in any location in the halls, as per each
event requirement and also connect to the Connection Tie
line located in the broadcast boxes distributed within the
building.

The Control Room at the Mezzanine floor, with all its AV gear (with a see-through
window to the two halls.

The Control Room, as it is, is equipped with a powerful
audio, video and lighting control for the Arena enabling the
operator to control each element of the AV in the area as per
the need.
Training Hall is also equipped with event rigging points
distributed all across the ceiling, with each point given a
bearing capacity of one ton weight- so that they all together
can bear the rigs of even large events in the Arena.
The large scoreboard
in the Arena features
a high-brightness,
6-mm Direct LED
display integrated
with the video
system, as well as the
broadcast system,
and in-house cameras
so that it displays the
videos, presentations and spot reports of sporting events in
the Arena.
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Assistive Listening: Another unique feature at the Training
Hall – pretty much like the Main Multipurpose Hall – is the
assistive listening. With a view to enabling hard of hearing
people with all the excitement in the Training Hall, a WiFipowered assistive listening has been weaved in. People
hard of hearing can use their iPOD or smart devices/smart
phones with neck-loop headsets or hearing-aid devices to
have all the sporting or event action audio delivered right
into their ears in as good comfort as the normal audiences.
Wireless Intercom: This is yet another interesting feature
distinguishing QUSEC for its experiential technology play.
With a view to creating an uninterrupted communication
network between the event management team and the
broadcasting staff, the AV integration design accounted
for wireless intercom system. Designed to have different
dedicated channels, the system allows communication
among different teams for different events at the same time
across the premises. The users can move freely across the
keeping their communication alive all through.
The Meeting, Seminar Rooms : Flexibility in Meeting

The Meeting Room with all its AV set-up, featuring presentation collaboration
network.

While the Main Hall or the Multipurpose Hall and the Training
Hall apparently account for a lion share of the audio-visual
mastery in the QUSEC building, it is also characterized
by other spaces that play a critical role in the overall
experience.
One of those spaces defining this role is the large meeting
room that can actually be split into two small meeting rooms
by means of retractable partition. In the combined mode it
can seat up to 40 people while the capacity is approximately
halved in the divided mode.
Two fixed projection screens and one projection screen
by Draper with a Christie 8200-lumens DLP projector
make up the visual component of the AV in this meeting
room. According to the Project Manager, since the lighting
ambience was a critical factor for video-conferencing in the
split-mode meeting rooms, the AV design was done with
grey projection screens so that the ambient brightness is
absorbed, giving out desired contrast ratio for the displays.
June- July 2020
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to use and experiential,” informs Mohanad. “The facility also
had to be mutli-functional.”

Audio system comprised wall and ceiling mounted speakers
with table mount discussion microphones besides wireless
microphones. A pair of connectivity boxes is provided for
each of the split meeting rooms – making it two pairs for
the large, combined meeting setting – and is supported by
advanced wall plates to power the presentation. Further to
the wired connectivity, a wireless presentation system is also
configured, just in case there arises a requirement.

Student /Press Conference Lounge: Partly academic and
partly controlled publicity-targeted facility is another special
space inside the QUSEC building. The dual-purpose facility
is used as both a Student Lounge and for Press Conferences
during sporting events. A combination of large video wall
display and IPTV/digital signage, portable and ceiling
speakers, supporting sub-woofers and connectors define
the Student Lounge set-up, while a small portable stage with
requisite portable podium and microphone provision render
the space with a media-briefing set-up.

The connectors are colour-coded green and red to enable
connect/disconnect with the presenter while the furniture
in the facility is rendered portable, in order to fit-in with the
flexibility requirement of combined or split mode meetings.
Seminar Classroom: Complementing the academic setup in the complex are three 25-seat Seminar Classrooms
equipped with requisite AV gear. Each of these rooms
are done with a Christie DLP projector facing a 161-inch
fixed Draper projection screen that displays presentations
from the cable cubby, wireless presentation system and
document camera. All Audio and Video equipment can
be controlled through touch panel located within the
cable cubbies installed at the top of the podium, with the
presenter having full control of all the equipment set-up and
functionality, including colour-coded connect/disconnect
ability.
The Student Lounge, that can also function as Media Briefing Lounge.

So, while the students/trainees can benefit from the Lounge
ambience during non-event days, it is made a media lounge
during any event days. Space flexibility is the call again.
“It’s a dual-function area performing as a hospitality zone for
the participants during any event, with additional provision
for media briefing requirement,” says Mohanad. During the
normal days of no events, the space is used as “lounge” for
students. So, space flexibility is the call and design spec
again.
The furniture here, again, is made on portable mode, to
suite flexible seating requirements and multi-functional setup. Further, the AV set-up is also supported by additional
AV gear to meet any exigency situation of diverse varied
requirements.
“These facilities are meant for high-end learning; and
therefore the technology had to be of same level but easy
June- July 2020

Multipurpose Gym: Flexing Fitness
Space flexibility is the focus again. The Gym or Fitness
Hall is rendered yet another Multipurpose space with two
foldable partitions that allow subdividing the hall into three
smaller halls with integrated doors. Moving aside these
integrated doors would combine all the three sub halls into
one large fitness facility.
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The multipurpose gym- well equipped with sophisticated AV gear.

The Rehearsal Room with the lighting grid for practice sessions.

The objective here is to facilitate fitness activities like
focussed exercises such as Dojo, Yoga and martial
arts training, besides other focussed activities in a very
sophisticated ambience done with training equipment and
supported by energizing AV- explains the Techno Q Project
Manager. According to him, the sound systems provided
in the fitness studio ranges from high output for intense
CrossFit and dance exercise music to light background
music for yoga activities, with high quality audio of wallmount speakers and subwoofers done in stylish ambience.

Rehearsal Room/Green Room: Then there is a Rehearsal
Room and Green Room which can be used for event
rehearsals, dressing room and other mixed uses. Both
the rooms are equipped with large display with laptop
connection wall plate, wireless presentation system and IPTV
system. The audio system will provide programme sound
associated with any Video, PC and multimedia source inputs
into the system. The AV gear is controlled by means of a
touch panel mounted on the wall beside the display.

“The focus is obviously on the finesse of the blend between
space and set-up,” says Mohanad. “That it is a fitness
space, it had to be stimulating both in terms of ambient
space and sound.”
In addition to the programmable volume controls based
on the fitness activity, each of these fitness spaces are
provided with Bluetooth interface elevating the experience of
the in-mates during the practice sessions. Any audio source
can be easily integrated with the sound system, thereby the
whole experience is taken to a new high every time.
Again, the added embellishments of IPTV, digital signage
screens contribute to elevating the spatial experience to a
new excitement.
Breakout Events Rooms: Then, there is a series of
breakout rooms with more or less similar AV set-up as the
Meeting Rooms, but with an addition of 98-inch LCD monitor
screens in each of them. Instructors can make use of either
wired or wireless presentation system for imparting their
programming. Further, the AV gear also comprises both
lapel and hand-held microphones, wall- and ceiling-mounted
speakers, and touchpanels for controlling the AV elements in
the rooms.

Further, the Rehearsal Room is also equipped with several
lighting fixtures comprising profiles and fresnels, and
meant for small events and performances. These lights
are controlled through a wall slider installed near the other
reachable facilities.
These rooms are again characterized by Bluetooth
interfacing thereby further enhancing the system usage
flexibility.
Explains the Techno Q Project Manager: “The Breakout and
Rehearsal Rooms have been designed for students and
professional performers to prepare for their programmes
in the Main Hall which is why facilities are provided with
an ambience of professional performance so that the
performers sync well with the whole setting.
Sums up Maged Amin, the Techno Q Design Head: “The
AV/ICT design and deployment at the QUSEC manifests
a complete integrity between all the deliverables and the
building systems such as HVAC via backnet protocol, KNX
integration for house lighting, PAVA, and way-finding of exits
during emergency etc. It also manifests collaboration of
technology and flexible spaces in a highest order.”
That’s perhaps an assertion of competence, in confidence.

Interestingly, these breakout rooms can also be converted to
Media work Room, or the Training Hall backstage since they
have a direct access to the ground floor training hall.
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Broadcasting: A Major Challenge Addressed with Expertise at QUSEC
One of the major challenges was about the OB-van parking.
Techno Q install team again had to work in tandem with the
broadcasters to scuttle out the size, weight and positioning
of the racks and their distance from the OB van.
“This was coordinated with the contractor to arrange for
the spaces as well as the throw distance timing to allocate
the OB-vans in proper space in a faster time frame,” details
Mohanad. “Since the time frames are often very short, and
fast-track mode, it needed a meticulous work out.”
www.technoq.com

AV Brands Integrated at QUSEC

Eclectic that the QUSEC in short is, the variety and
complexity of activities in the building required a very
comprehensive broadcasting capability. To be able to
effectively address that, the AV design specified deployment
of as many as 38 broadcast boxes distributed all across
the building connecting different locations together through
portable racks, and the OB van outside carrying the
broadcast content.
The portable racks comprise media converters that convert
audio, video signals to broadcast format using dual LC
Opticon tie line connections that can handle all 3G HDSDI, HDMI, Ethernet and audio connections. The boxes are
powered by 16A CEE type and 13A type G and ethernet
connection that facilitate quality transmission.
The main connection of the broadcasting set-up located in
the OBTC room that is reachable by the media truck with
ease.
According to Mohanad, the QUSEC has been designated
for lease and rental purpose, with major events meant for
live broadcast through different broadcasters. However,
owing to the use of different technology format by different
broadcasters, Techno Q project team had to regularly liaise
with all of them (Qatar TV, Al Jazeera, Al Rayyan, Al Kass
TV and Bein), to create a design that is compatible with all
the formats.
“That was some arduous task considering the complexity of
the task and time limitations,” recalls Mohanad. “We studied
all their formats in terms of the BCP panels to be used
inside the building, and connection types like Triax, Hybrid,
HDSI as well as the intercom boxes,” he explains. “The final
design we configured is arguably futuristic in that it can
handle all broadcasting formats for at least the coming four
years.”
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Audio
AKG
Audiotech
Biamp
Crown
DPA
Genelec
JBL
Martin
Neutrik
Newtek
Nexo
Sennheiser
Shure
Williams Sound
Yamaha
Video/Lighting
Analog Way
Christie
Echo360
Fujinon
Haivision
MA Lighting
Osram
Phillips
TvONE
Broadcast
360 Systems
Adder
Blackmagic
Bittree
Bosch
Clear-com
Newtek
Sonifex
Tracking
RoadReady

Display
Draper
LG
Panasonic
Samsung
Stramatel
Electronics
Crestron
Denon
Extron
Middle Atlantic
TvONE
Connectors
Belden
Fischer
Lemo
Neutrik
Presentation
Autonomic
Polycom
Wolfvison
PCs
Apple
Asus
Dell
HP
Mounts
Chief
Hagor
K&M
Staging/Trussing
Chemtrol Stage
Eurotruss
Stagemaker
PCE
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SAUDI ARABIA

Spectacular 32,000 sqm Projection Recognises Future Vast Development, Qiddiya

VIOSO Support World’s Largest Permanent Projection on Tuwaiq
Mountains

Photo copyright: Martin Professional ME

Commissioned by the Qiddiya Investment Company (Q.I.C.)
and with phase one planned to open in 2023, the highly
ambitious Qiddiya project is destined to be the upcoming
capital for arts, entertainment and sports in Saudi Arabia.
The immense 334km2 site will be built from a focus on the
tourism and recreation industries, as highlighted in the
Saudi Vision 2030 expansion plan by Crown Prince of Saudi
Arabia, His Royal Highness Mohammad Bin Salman Al Saud.
The destination includes plans for expansive water and
theme parks as well as a community of 5,000 residents,
all within a 40-minute journey of the Riyadh capital. The
destination, currently an expansive, vast land with hundreds
of miles of potential, will be surrounded by immense 200
metre cliffs. Phase one of the project will feature “Six Flags
Qiddiya” as a family attraction, providing visitors with
endless entertainment and attractions to explore which take
into consideration the cultural and natural aspects of the
area, including the mountains.
This megaproject was officially announced at the closing
ceremony of the Dakar 2020 rally in Saudi Arabia, where
84 Barco UDX-W40s projectors were used to light up the
Tuwaiq mountain with the evolutionary story of the summit,
up until the expansive Qiddiya metropolis. The projection
showed 150m-tall logos of Qiddiya, Dakar, GSA and SAMF,
which were visible for miles around, which progressed
into an eye-catching three-minute video that told the story
of the genesis of the Tuwaiq Mountains, from its volcanic
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beginnings, through the Ice Age and right up to the modernday entertainment metropolis that Qiddiya will become. This
was a feat accomplished in just 60 days with the assistance
of German projection magicians, VIOSO.
Originally, the project was a request from the Q.I.C. to
distributor Martin Professional Middle East, to project the
Qiddiya logo on around 100 sqm of the mountain face.
An onsite recreation using two Barco UDX projectors was
used to demonstrate the potential of the project, and this
influenced the decision to expand the projection coverage
to 440m wide. After this decision, the project became the
largest permanent projection installation in the world.
Martin Professional ME asked VIOSO to handle the
calibration, along with playback and onsite service. “Part
of the project was creating two different ways of mapping
content for the images projected on to the mountain face,”
said Emanuel Züger, Managing Director of VIOSO. “The first
was a billboard like projection on the side of the mountain for
the motorists passing by. The second was mapping to create
the illusion of a flat surface on the corner of the mountain,
when watched from a specific point of view at the Qiddiya
opening event.”
VIOSO provided 16 VIOSO Anystation Media Hexa
servers for displaying the content, which they designed in
collaboration with Austrian software provider and partner AV
Stumpfl. To handle all the show related tasks, AV Stumpfl
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also provided AVIO Ultimate, running on VIOSO’s Anystation
Micro. As the installation continuously runs for 10 hours a
day, every day, VIOSO needed a media playback solution
that was reliable and durable, which they found in AV
Stumpfl’s award-winning products.
“We’ve collaborated with AV Stumpfl on many events now,
and the quality of their products and services were always
impressive,” Züger commented.
In order to play higher quality content and to easily switch
between the two viewpoints required - the point of view
illusion display for the Qiddiya event, and the billboard
display for motorists - VIOSO chose PIXERA, a multi-award
winning 64-bit system for real-time media processing,
compositing and management, built around the key theme
of usability. Two PIXERA director licenses, in addition to
15 PIXERA player licenses were used for content output,
combined with VIOSO’s Anyblend projector alignment
software.

surface of the cliff. “The equipment scanned the mountain
face within three nights. Each scan fit the mountain face from
the first attempt, meaning we kept well within the 60-day
deadline.”
The two projection modes, in creating a billboard like
viewpoint for motorists, and in creating the flattened optical
illusion from the corner of the mountain, were also a huge
accomplishment. “This mapping is so precise that you see a
distinctive, almost 3D, illusion which is completely unique to
the project,” Züger said. “Overall, we were pleased with the
entire outcome of the project. Martin Professional ME were
efficient and friendly, and we worked around the obstacles
that naturally occur in a project of this dimension with great
success. We were so proud to get 84 projectors all aligned
pixel-perfect onto the cliff face and be part of the birth of this
impressive project. It is the start of this incredible capital and
entertainment hub.”

“The sheer scale of the projected surface proved
challenging, with the corner of the mountain proving
especially difficult,” continued Züger. “We had to scale
everything precisely down to a manageable size, and even
then, where the point of view needs to be for the illusion isn’t
something we could model, we had to learn that on site.”
Multiple pre-tests with drones and 3D laser scans were
made, allowing the team of 15 specialists to figure out
where the 84 projectors would be distributed across from
nine different locations. A clay model of the mountain face,
created by VIOSO, was the base for the content production
and calibrating the mapping for the content. It allowed
VIOSO to preconfigure the servers in the lab to save
precious time before taking them to the site. The outcome
of these tests and models was that the onsite set up was
a ‘plug and play’ configuration and minimised the amount
of work in such a challenging environment and with time
constraints to deliver the mapping.
“We were particularly pleased with the calibration system,”
Züger said, referring to VIOSO’s Anyblend projector
calibration solution, which was used to align the projectors,
double stack and map the content precisely on to the
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84 units of Barco UDX projectors were installed for this project.
Photo copyright: VIOSO

www.vioso.com
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High Performing Projectors with Amazing Visuals Seal the Deal

Christie Laser Projectors Bring Learning to Life at ITE College Central

Christie laser projectors at the ITE Speaker’s Chambers used for training and executive saloons

The Institute of Technical Education (ITE) has come a
long way in preparing Singapore’s future workforce with
relevant skills for employability and lifelong learning since its
founding in 1992. Today, it offers close to 100 courses at its
three colleges.
At ITE College Central, creativity and innovation are highly
valued in disciplines such as Electronics & Info-Comm
Technology, Engineering, and Design & Media. The College
has placed emphasis on technology to enhance learning
and prepare students for jobs in the digital age. This
includes investing in visual and projection solutions that
deliver eye-opening presentations or display dynamic data
to inspire students and augment their learning experience.
“ITE has been embracing technology including digitalizing
our course materials, and visual technologies are the
optimal medium for students to embrace these materials
in the classroom. As a technical institution, these visual
technologies function as an interpreter much like the
pen and paper was in yesteryears,” said Joshua Chong,
Technical Officer, Venue Management, CDE Division, ITE. “It
is therefore essential that our lecture halls and classrooms
are equipped with these tools and solutions to elevate
learning to a new level.”
To achieve this objective, ITE College Central acquired 12
Christie DHD1075-GS and D16HD-HS 1DLP laser projectors
for deployment across the campus. Venues include lecture
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halls and a speaker’s chamber for training, executive
saloons and event halls for corporate training, and hosting
of VIPs during official events, as well as a 300-seat theater
known as Theatre@IlluminITE.
ITE College Central is no stranger to Christie visual solutions.
It has previously installed four Christie Roadster HD20K-J
projectors in the 1,460-seat Tay Eng Soon Convention
Centre, which is used for large-scale concerts and events,
including the acclaimed ITE Dance Emblazon arts event and
the National Day Rally, an annual address that the Prime
Minister of Singapore makes to the entire nation to celebrate
the country’s independence.
“Our experience with Christie products has been very
positive and we’re highly satisfied with the reliability and
performance of projectors across the entire product range.
Considering that we conduct Design & Media courses in
this campus, image quality and colour accuracy is of utmost
importance,” Chong explained. “We’ve been using Christie
projectors for some time and have witnessed that they are
able to maintain colour accuracy and consistency through
time, which is an important factor in venues like ours where
multiple projectors are fitted.”
The decision to acquire more Christie projectors came
following the highly successful staging of “Milestones: The
ITE Bicentennial Emblazon Edition” in October 2019 that
commemorated Singapore’s Bicentennial. The concert
wowed audiences with an array of stunning multimedia
June- July 2020
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Christie D16HD-HS laser projector installed in a 300-seat theater known as Theatre@IlluminITE

projections using the four Christie Roadster HD20K-J
projectors, as well as a Christie D4K40-RGB pure laser
projector, a Christie Crimson WU25 3DLP laser projector,
and Christie Pandoras Box media systems. The laser
projectors and Pandoras Box systems were provided by
Christie Singapore and installed by its local partners ElectroAcoustics Systems (EAS) and Total Solution Marketing
respectively for this event.
“We were blown away by the amazing visuals and it became
clear to us that if ITE College Central were to invest in more
projection solutions for the campus, Christie would be the
number one choice,” said Chong. “That opportunity came
in late 2019 when we needed to replace some of the ageing
projectors. After a tender process, Christie’s high-performing
projectors once again emerged as our preferred choice.”

patented BoldColor Technology offers enhanced colour
performance and saturation over standard laser projection.
This ensures colour accuracy and delivery of optimum
visuals every time.”
The projectors were installed by EAS in less than a month
during the school holidays to minimize disruption. The
systems integrator has worked with ITE College Central on
numerous installations in the past, and Chong applauded its
technical team for completing the installation process in a
very efficient and effective manner.
“Kudos to the EAS team for working fast and smart for the
installation and commissioning of the projectors to minimize
inconvenience and disruption to ITE College Central’s
operations,” he said.
Investing in Christie the Right Decision
Various users, including teaching staff and students of
the Design & Media courses, are enthralled by the newly
installed projectors in the various venues. Eagle-eyed
students have also noticed a significant improvement in
the quality, colour accuracy and consistency of displayed
images.

Lecture Hall

Bright and Vivid Visuals
Since the new projectors are used mainly in lecture halls and
training facilities, the technical team at ITE College Central
agreed that Christie’s 1DLP laser-illuminated projectors
are most suitable for these venues due to their compact
footprint, low noise, high usage reliability and robust light
source that can withstand the rigours of daily use
.
“The DHD1075-GS and D16HD-HS models are perfect for
our needs. We are most impressed with their high brightness
output that produces brilliant visuals, while Christie’s
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“I’m astonished by the overwhelmingly positive feedback
from our staff and students, who told us that the projectors
exhibited amazingly detailed and colourful visuals. They
have benefited greatly from these displays as they made
course delivery and learning more interesting and engaging.
Their endorsement also reaffirms that we’ve made the right
decision to invest in Christie products,” Chong noted.
Bensen Ong, Sales Manager, Enterprise, Christie Singapore,
commented: “We are delighted that ITE College Central
has placed its trust in our 1DLP laser projectors. The GS
and HS Series have set benchmarks in brightness, colour
accuracy and form factor, offering a powerful, reliable and
cost-effective option for high-use applications. These stateof-the-art visual solutions will serve ITE College Central well
into the future.”
www.christiedigital.com
www.easpl.com.sg
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PHILIPPINES

Amigo Manages the Challenges of the Acoustically Reflective Materials at the Stadium Effectively

STADIA Sets the Pace in Philippine Olympic-grade Athletics Stadium

The New Clark City Athletics Stadium is an Olympic Grade
Class 1 Multipurpose stadium located at New Clark City in
Capas, Tarlac, in the Philippines.
High-profile events hosted recently by the 20,000-capacity
venue have included the athletic events and closing
ceremony of the 30th Southeast Asian Games and the
opening and closing ceremonies of the 2020 ASEAN Para
Games.
The Athletics Stadium’s spectacular architecture with
its hinged roof, which takes inspiration from the crater
of the country’s Mount Pinatubo volcano, now hosts an
impressive new Outline STADIA PA system composed of
30 loudspeaker enclosures powered by 8 Outline GTA Otto
(Dante) power amps, installed by Amigo Entertainment
Technologies, Inc., Outline’s distributor for the Philippines.
Amigo has been delivering results since it was established in
1979, under the name First Audio Resources & Management
Corporation, providing audio and visual technology for
commercial and industrial applications. To this day,
the company continues to lead the field with innovative
ventures, including ongoing major projects such as the SM
Group of Companies, Okada Casino Resort Hotel, Alloy
MTD Philippines, Department of Tourism Philippines. The
company’s impressive portfolio of projects in a wide variety
of fields now extends beyond the Philippines to include
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Maldives, Singapore, USA,
Guam and Vietnam.
A respected and renowned specialist in various aspects
of entertainment operations, Amando Nieva Zamora is
chairman and CEO of Amigo, and states, “Throughout our
years of intensive research and growth in our industry, we
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have developed a premium line of products and services
to suit every client’s needs and now supply audio, video,
lighting, sfx and sports facility equipment, as well as
providing services such as AVL integration, software
development and electrical design & installation.”
The stadium’s PA system is formed by Outline STADIA
100 LA enclosures, a range that comprises three two-way
loudspeaker modules with similar dimensions, identical
horizontal directivity (100°) and either 10°, 20° or 30° vertical
dispersion, enabling them to ensure ideal coverage for any
location, as system designers can deploy them to create
sound reinforcement solutions that have excellent long-throw
accuracy, thus keeping audible reflections and reverberation
to a minimum.
Regarding the choice of brand for this high-profile
installation, carried out just in time for the Games, Zamora
explains, “To handle this key project, which featured some
challenging aspects, such as the fact that the building
consists almost entirely in acoustically reflective products
such as steel and glass, we decided to install an Outline
rig for the Italian manufacturer’s proven leadership in the
audio field and the fact that we are familiar with the systems’
superior quality, thanks to fundamental feature for a venue
of this class, type and size, such as their high intelligibility
and extreme precision, even when very long throws are
involved.”
Amigo also installed an Outline STADIA PA in the leadingedge New Clark City Sports Hub’s IAAF-certified Class 1
Aquatics Center, designed by world-renowned Philippine
architects Budji + Royal and adjacent to the Athletics
Stadium.
stadia.outline.it
June- July 2020
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Client IT team and OMRAN Develop an Integrated in-room Infotainment and Digital Signage
Solution to Serve Guests Across the Resort

Exterity Solutions Deliver a Premium Guest Experience to Crowne
Plaza Muscat OCEC

The Crowne Plaza Muscat Oman Exhibition and Convention
Hotel, a member of IHG (InterContinental Hotels Group) has
deployed an extensive, integrated in-room entertainment
and digital signage solution by Exterity, throughout the hotel
and conference facilities, that also includes streaming of TV
channels to mobile devices.
The hotel is managed on behalf of the Oman Tourism
Development Company (OMRAN) and as part of its
development process, the Crowne Plaza Muscat OCEC IT
team worked closely with OMRAN to develop an integrated
in-room infotainment and digital signage solution to serve
guests across the resort. OMRAN previously had positive
experiences with an Exterity IPTV system that has been
successfully deployed at Muscat International Airport, as
well several high-profile hotels in Dubai that have also
deployed Exterity technology.
Based on these experiences, OMRAN recommended the
Exterity IP video system as its preferred choice for Crowne
Plaza Muscat OCEC, even though other systems were
deployed in the regional IHG chain. Meslum AlKindi, Area
Information Technology Director, IHG Oman, and his team
met with Exterity and local integration partner, VIT, to explore
its requirements and to test the IPTV solution
“Our previous IPTV system was very old fashioned. What
we wanted for the new hotel was a modern interface that
would really grab the attention of the guest,” says Meslum
June- July 2020

AlKindi. “But with that old system, making changes was very
difficult and it did not give us all the features we wanted.
With Exterity’s system, we have been able to design a new
guest room TV interface from scratch that makes guests feel
welcome and special.”
The full deployment covers 295 guest rooms and 7
conference rooms, along with digital signage points across
the facility, including full integration with Amadeus Delphi
to provide meeting room functionality. The Exterity IPTV
system provides 70 satellite TV channels and YouTube
channels with full HD capability. With BYOD support a key
requirement hotel guests, the solution is also integrated into
the resort-wide Wi-Fi network to allow streaming of TV shows
onto mobile devices. In total, the hotel deployed over 332
SmartTV screens with a mix of TV and digital signage.
“Regardless of whether they’re travelling for business or
leisure, today’s modern travellers are looking for hoteliers
to provide a cutting-edge in-room experience that’s equal
or superior to what they have at home,” said Walid Tabet,
Regional Director, Middle East at Exterity.“The Crowne
Plaza Muscat OCEC is a great example of a hotel offering a
better-than-home experience by using a fully customisable
portal that seamlessly delivers live TV and VoD services. The
quality of Exterity’s IPTV system is exemplified by the fact
that our technologies are theCrowne Plaza Muscat OCEC’s
preferred choice for future projects.”
www.exterity.com
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Amber Solutions Announces Solid-State Digital Control of 			
Electricity is Now Possible

Amber Solutions, a cutting-edge creator of modern, hyperintelligent electrical architecture, has announced that the
solid-state digital control of electricity is now possible in
every device, appliance, power cord and endpoint with the
immediate commercial availability of its newly-patented
Amber AC/DC Enabler and Amber AC Switch.

company has demonstrable smart dimmer switches and
smart outlets, both of which showcase more than 10 features
within a single gang box footprint. Amber’s technologies
are now available for integration into products that fit in
existing gang boxes, as well as an expansive range of other
electrical products and appliances.

The AC/DC Enabler is a patented, UL-certified and globally
compatible 30mm x 15mm x 8mm solid-state digital power
management and control system, which, combined with the
recently patented Amber AC Switch, represents the first
major breakthrough in electricity control and delivery in more
than 70 years. This breakthrough jump-starts the second
electrical revolution that will deliver greater safety, reliability
and connected intelligence in all new and existing electrical
infrastructure.

Amber’s innovation in solid-state technology is an advanced
Digital Power Management and Control system (DPMC)
- a tiny solid-state device that efficiently runs power to
highly sophisticated micro-controllers, processors and RF
devices directly from the AC main. It eliminates the need for
bulky electromechanical components such as capacitors
and magnetics that limit the reliability and functionality of
devices today, effectively reducing the component count
by a factor of 2.5. Amber fully replaces these old and
outdated technologies, which today cause industry issues
ranging from region-specific SKUs to flickering in LED bulbs
to just not having the physical space to integrate modern
intelligence and advanced features. Eventually, Amber will
put all of these components on a single silicon chip.

“Amber performs nothing short of magic with electricity and
Thomas Edison would be proud of what we have achieved,”
Amber Solutions Founder, President and CEO Thar Casey
said today. “Solid-state control of electricity changes the
rules of the game for everything - security and control
systems, circuit breakers, lighting fixtures, appliances,
dimmer switches - the list goes on forever. Through
commercial implementations of our technologies within the
existing electrical infrastructure of any building, any home
or business can add IoT functionality overnight by replacing
existing outlets and switches with Amber-enabled products.
Manufacturers can now engineer and market powered
products with far greater capabilities right out of the box.”
According to Casey, the company has received five patents
to date and has more than 31 patents pending.
These foundational technologies represent a breakthrough
in software management of electricity through solid-state
architecture, and Amber has already integrated them into
fully demonstrable solid-state products, such as a smart
programmable retrofit circuit breaker. In addition, the
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President and CEO Thar Casey, Amber Solutions
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Casey said today that the company currently has
agreements with four leading global electronics
manufacturers to explore possible new product solutions that
incorporate Amber’s core technologies.

reducing the size of the power management and control
elements, so that every existing gang box in the world can
be filled with a smarter, more reliable product that requires
no new installation infrastructure.”

In recent years, a few manufacturers in the building
electrical products industry have begun to explore solidstate electrification, but they focus almost exclusively on
circuit breakers. Amber Solutions’ patents, technologies and
demonstrable products represent the first solid-state power
management and control solution that can integrate into all
parts of a building’s electrical infrastructure, appliances and
other powered devices. This enables creation of a unique
smart ecosystem directly embedded in the electrical grid of
buildings using existing gang boxes.

The company envisions a world where every circuit
breaker, outlet, light switch and appliance is connected
and communicating in real-time, providing unprecedented
insights into energy usage, novel control schemes such
as integrated voice control and even potentially reducing
insurance costs as electrical fires become a thing of the
past.

“As global manufacturers, governments and consumers
increasingly demand improved safety, quality and reliability
in all kinds of powered devices, Amber Solutions is ready
to deliver these benefits and more, including robust IoT
integration to better manage and communicate with
appliances and building systems,” Casey promised. “For
electricians and builders, the most impactful breakthrough
is our ability to offer drastic capability improvements while
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Solidifying its status as a leading industry innovator, the
AMPE2W5 Amber AC/DC Enabler, a solid-state AC Direct
power solution, recently received UL recognized component
certification for UL 1102. The Amber AC/DC Enabler™ has
a wide range of applications and is designed for internal,
low-power solutions, with a specific focus on optimizing IoT
functions in wired smart products. Together with Amber’s
AC Switch, these core technologies are commercially ready
for licensing to global manufacturers of electrical products,
appliances and smart systems.
www.ambersi.com
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Q&A with Amber Solutions

To better understand what is being offered, SI Asia engaged
P.V. JOSEPH, an electrical engineer and systems integrator
based in Singapore to ask Amber questions about this
possible second electricity revolution solutions from the
company.

Amber’s core technology is scalable and does not have a
limit as to its power capabilities. We easily handle 2000w for
our switching capability under 230vRMS or 120 vRMS. One
of Amber’s key applications is a 20amp, 240v, 4800w circuit
breaker – all within the tradition retrofit breaker form factor.

JOSEPH: Is it already approved by the US energy
department for domestic use?

Amber’s single power management system, with its global
compatibility, is applicable for more than just circuit breakers
and include a wide range of products such as: smarter
outlets, switches, thermostats, LEDs and LED drivers.
Essentially, it covers the breadth of electrically powered
products and appliances.

AMBER: Not yet. We plan on doing this at the product level
with our large partners. The U.S. Energy department does
not decide what products are allowed to go to market. There
are safety certifications like UL that deem that products are
safe and meet federal requirements like the National Electric
Code (NEC).
JOSEPH: Are the solutions UL Listed?
AMBER: Yes, we have component level UL certification for
a configuration of our AC/ DC enabler. This was done less to
sell it as a distribution sourced component and more to show
our strategic partners that the technology in solid-state was
certifiable. We plan on doing a second pass through UL with
our partners at the product level as they product come to
market, which could be as early as 2021.
JOSEPH: About the output Voltage and current it can
handle (wattage). Usually the smaller the device the
lower the power it can handle, for example the Sonoff
can handle 2000W , if run on 230V.
AMBER: We combine many of our technologies often. In
light switches, we combine our AC / DC enabler, and with
our AC Switch and we do so in a much smaller solid-state
based footprint.
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JOSEPH: Is the Software to control the device proprietary
or open source?
AMBER: The software to control the device is proprietary.
While our plan is to provide full function if needed through
our platform to our devices and third party products like a
traditional software or cloud platform, we absolutely will work
to integrate our core and unique functions into third party
partner platforms, as well as over time all major residential
and commercial system platforms, so that our unique data
awareness and control functions can be served up within
these third party platforms for leverage.
Some of the unique aspects of our client and cloud platform
are:
• Solid-state quality architecture: No electro-mechanical
parts, easier to manufacture, safer.
• Embedded intelligence: Software and AI algorithms are
embedded within solid-state architecture.
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• Robust energy awareness: Whole building energy
awareness down to the socket level and circuit breaker trip
data down to every electrical end point).
• Energy savings: Reduction of power to unused nonsleeping appliances and the like (saving money and
reducing individual energy usage).
• Smarter energy delivery: Modulation of energy delivered
to maximize the needs of each appliance or device
connected within an Amber-powered electrical grid. This
can save money in both lower energy usage and longer
appliance life.
• Enhanced safety: Overcurrent in every device. For
example, each outlet has intelligence to understand if it is
rated for 15amps but the breaker zone is rated for 20amps.
The outlet could technically catch on fire before the breaker
trips. With Amber-powered solutions, the outlet knows it is
approaching and can notify you of the risk and if you don’t
take action it will shut off the socket like a breaker. This
function is not a threshold based “set it and forget it” (like
Sonnof). It is native to the software embedded in the solidstate architecture that sees and is always assessing the
state of electricity in the outlet.
• Surge protection in every device: Because Amber
manages electricity digitally and can react with intelligent
analysis, taking action 3,000 times faster than traditional
products, the surge is detected and is never allowed
enter the product. And it does this without requiring a
sacrifice to the Amber-powered device the way traditional
circuit breakers protect the device but are sacrificed in the
process.
• Dynamic Power on Demand: Amber can detect incoming
voltage and in parallel can see the power needs of the
load and can dynamically adapt the power from the source
and deliver the exact voltage needed. The implication
here is a single core power management system for global
markets – and significant manufacturing, inventory and
quality advantage over traditional electro-mechanical
implementations.
• Size Reduction for Power Management Solutions:
Up to more than then times the functions can be added
to electrically powered products in the same footprint and
relative cost structure dramatically changing the value
proposition of the individual products and enabling the
individual products to work more as a “whole building
system” foundation for control, automation and whole
building awareness.
JOSEPH: It is claimed there is a dimming function, is it
current base or voltage base, or is it another model?

TECH TALK
solid-state architecture allows for digital control electricity
through Time Domain Modulation (TDM), which allows for
the most efficient dimming. Through this architecture Amber
dims 1-100% without drop offs or flicker.
JOSEPH: Any chance we can have a comparison table to
compare - Shelly, Sonoff and Amber?
AMBER: We don’t have a tear down analysis of these other
product, but in general based on their websites, these are
electro-mechanical products, not solid-state architecture.
So they are bigger for the functionality provided and less
reliable. While they have outside of the product wireless
controllability and settings capabilities, they lack the level
of integrated intelligence that Amber technologies offer
in products, as listed above. Many of the functions are
embedded and native based on Amber’s digital control
of electricity: superior dimming, reduction of nuisance
trips, native AI based surge protection, native AI based
overcurrent and more. And Amber’s size reduction for the
power management system enables more functions to be
added in products – up to 10 times, versus other solutions in
a standard form factor like the single gang box or the retrofit
circuit breaker.
JOSEPH: What are the advantages for the AV Installers?
AMBER: Amber enables a substantially safer, better quality
smarter electrical building infrastructure that delivers a range
of advantages for the AV market:
• A building electrical grid that is rich in sensors to enhance
control and awareness of an automation system is being
installed.
• A building electrical grid that is dramatically safer and
more reliable – protecting AV devices in the walls without
any extra equipment (native surge protection etc.) and does
so without any sacrifice of the amber powered device nor
impact to the AV device plugged in.
• An electrical grid in buildings that is smarter to allow for
energy savings from AV devices not in use but still drawing
power – yet still ready for a hot start when activated.
• Reduction in on site servicing through remote control of
devices for diagnostics and power cycling capabilities.

SI Asia thanks P.V. Joseph for helping with the questions.
Please note that Joseph’s role was to help SI Asia
understand Amber’s solution better and is not to be taken as
an endorsement of the product by him.

AMBER: Traditional dimming is done through analog
devices and must be based off of current or voltage. This
is very inefficient and creates a lot of power loss. Amber’s
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Here are articles you might have missed from our web and
eNewsletter coverage
Brompton Technology Launches Chinese Language
Website
Continuing its commitment to supporting its customers in
China, Brompton Technology is pleased to announce the
launch of a customised Chinese version of its website.
Including all downloadable documentation, as well as
product and feature pages, it makes Brompton’s technical
information readily available to the Chinese market.
d&b audiotechnik Announce Product Warranty Extension
Program to Support Customers
The six month warranty extension applies to all d&b
products in the mobile and installation product portfolio
currently covered by the standard d&b Product Warranty
– which already has a reassuring long term of five years,
purchased and delivered in the period from 1 March 2015
to 31 August 2020. This extension applies worldwide and
covers systems overall extended life span.
QSC Releases Software-based Dante for the Q-SYS
Ecosystem
QSC is excited to announce the availability of Softwarebased Dante for the Q-SYS Ecosystem. As part of
its strategic partnership with Audinate, these feature
licenses allow integrators to enable Dante networked
audio integration on Q-SYS Core 110f processors running
Q-SYS Designer Software v8.3.1 or higher. This software
implementation eliminates the need for additional hardware
I/O to integrate Dante into the Q-SYS audio, video & control
workflow and greatly increases platform interoperability
between Q-SYS and Dante-enabled devices.
Epson Named Number One Projector Brand Worldwide
for 19th Year
Epson’s worldwide market share for projectors have
increased consistently over the last 19 years to maintain
its continued dominance, with the latest findings from
Futuresource indicating that Epson continues to dominate
the Southeast Asian and worldwide market.
Malaysia’s MBJB Equipped with ETC’s Luminaires
The Majilis Bandaraya Johor Bahru is a new government
building located within the heart of Johor Bahru that is 15
stories tall built on seven additional underground levels. The
design of the building was inspired by the same architect
firm that designed the Burj Khalifa in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates. The Majilis Bandaraya Johor Bahru received the
Green Building Index Recognition as an environmentally
friendly building.
Visit WWW.SYSTEMSINTEGRATIONASIA.COM /SUBSCRIBE to Subscribe
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KN-DSP100 comes out swinging with all the
leading technology and innovations you’ve
come to expect from Kramer:

¥ Industry’s first DSP over IP
¥ Unparalleled Waves Audio™ processing of 64
simultaneous channels

¥ Jaw dropping routing capabilities of 1000 Dante™ I/Os

WE DELIVER THE KNOCKOUT YOU NEED

AV BEYOND
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